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CHAPTER I 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 

The changing roles of marriage partners or the uncertainty of the 

couples and their families in American life1 has paralleled an increased 

aivorce rate in the United Stat~a during the past f~fty yeara.2 The 

divorce rate showed a rapid increase during and following W~rld War II, 

1 
Charles William Stewart, lb.!. Minister As Marriage Counselor (New 

York: Abingdon Presa, 1961), pp. 12-14, lists current changes in the 
.American couple and family: 111. ·•'lhe family is mobile both socially 
and geographically •••• Many Americans move away from their parents 
and parental homes and except for annual visits are 'familyless.' 
This space kinship militates against stable marriages and depth of 
feeling ••••. 2. Men and women in America are striving to live on 
equal terms •••• These patterns are not learned from parents, 
however, but must be worked out in the give-and-take of the i111111ediate 
generation. 3. A new leisure is offering families opportunity to 
be together •••• Reading, listening to music, and conversation 
can help develop the individual as well as increase the family's 
enjoyment of living. 4. The loss of authority by parents has led 
to a feeling of uncertainty in dealing with children, and makes it 
difficult for youth to find adequate standards of conduct •••• 
The parents' right and duty to say 'Thou shalt not' is one of the 
institutions which has been shaken, but so had the church's authority 
to preach and absolve •••• Both youth and parents need opportunity 
to work out common underatanding at this point. 5. There is a quest 
for meaning on the part of youth, couples, and families in the face 
of a turbulent, even dangerous, world •••• 11 

2 Judson T. Landis and Ma~y G. Landis, Building~ Successful 
Marriage (Fourth edition; Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Ball, 
.Inc., 1963), PP• 32-33. 

.. 
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3 
reaching its peak in 1946. Military families have not been exempt f~om 

the trend. They might have aggravated it. 

A survey reported in the ~ .Force~ newspaper indicated that 

the rate of divorce among families within the miUtary establishment 

is higher than it is for their average counterparts in the civilian 
4 . 

population of the United States. Also the rate of marriages is still 

very high despite the drop in the average age of the enlisted personnel 

who compose the forces during the buildup of the Vietnam conflict.5 

Premarital counseling is one answer to helping couples achieve 

happiness and keeping their marriages intact. The writer acknowledges 

that premarital counseling does not assure that the counselees will 

experience a successful marriage. Marriage partners may not have the 

ability and the will to do what is necessary to develop a harmonious 

3 Alfred Lee McClung and Elizabeth Briant McClung, Marriage .!!!!! 
.,Sh!, Family (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1961), p. 303, cite the 
statistics. Charles W. ·Stewart in~ Minister As Marriage Counselor, 
p. 11 adds that "another one-fifth to one-sixth of all couples living 
together are living in a state of psychological divorce." 

411M1litary Divorce Bate Tops Civilian Figures," A:i.r ~ ~ 
(February 22, 1967), p. 2. It reported a study of retirees and 
applied the results to active duty personnel. They considered the 
application valid since no person interviewed had retired before 
1963. The survey showed that approximately 24 per cent of the 
enlisted men had legally terminated their marriage, while of the 
officers studied, 17 per cent had been divorced. The Bureau of Social 
Science Research indicates that of the civilian people of like income 
and ·age 15 7/10 per cent of the Caucasians had been divorced while 
25 per cent of the Negroes had at ~east one marriage end in divorce. 

I 

5110fficers, Airmen Sized Up," Air, ~ I!!!!! (June 28, 1967), 
p. 8, reported the Air Force's 1966 sample survey showed the average 
age of enlisted men dropped from twenty-seven and two-tenths year■ 
in 1965 to twenty-six and aeven•tentha years in 1966. 
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marriage. The counselors endeavor to provide the coup lea with an under

standing of what is required in marriage and to alert them to the basic 

adjustments which they can make to promote harmony. 6 They educate and 

encourage. 

Clergymen are in an advantageous position to give premarital 

counseling. Some young people take part in family life education if 

it is offered. Others do not formally study family living before they 

· make definite marriage plans. In preparation for their wedding they 

do make themselves available to the clergyman whom they have selected 

to perform their ceremony. The clergyman can use the opportunity to 

educate the couple to deal with the stresses of family living. He can 

help the partners prepare themselves for their roles as husband and wife 

and for the demands which will accompany their marriage. He can involve 

the couple in a leaming process, have them participate in discussions, 

encourage them to take the initiative in getting the understanding they 

need to help them build strong marriages. 7 Even ·those who seem to have 

6 
J. Kenneth Morris, Premarital Counseling: ! Manual 12£ Ministers 

(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Ball, Inc., 1960), p. 22. He writes, 
"Premarital counseling seeks to promote good marriages. Its aim is 
to aid couples in making successful marital adjustments without these 
adjustments becoming threats to the stability of the homes. If the 
nature of the adjustments is understood so that couples realize the 
possible obstacles to these adjustments, adjustments will usually come 
early in the marriage and consequently will strengthen the marriage 
bonds and reduce the divorce rate. Premarital counseling is thee-
fore, preventive therapy." ' r 

7 
William E. Hulme, .Ill! Pastoral Care g,t Families (New York: 

Abingdon Press, 1962), p. S7. He stresses the need t 1 . 
the prospective bride and groom in discussion 1 1

° mpl1cate 
making as a team. • P ann ns. and decision 
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the basic attitudes which will help them be good marriage p~r~ers ana 

parents need to learn techniques fo~ resolving conflicts and using those 

c;onflicts as well as their agreements to build a rich family unit-. It 

is the intention that this study contz:ibute towards the establi'shment 

of programs ~f premarital guidance and educatiQD. within the military 

establishment. 

To help find suitable approaches or program elements particularly 

applicable to military situations, a quesd.cmnaire Wl&S sent to all 

Lutheran military chaplains on active duty at base or pQst level in 

the continental United States. It was sent •lso to all Air Trai~ing 

Command bases of the Air Force to see what pxogr~ were in being. 

The questionnaire asked what training was offered, who participated 

in giving the training, the areas covered, the time spent, the 

materials used or developed, and whether ·the persons were handled as 
a. 

individuals, couples, or groups. Returns, which may be called a . 
random sampling, provided answers (to the questions, lis~s of materials 

' • 
used in the existing programs, and samp.les of materials. used or developed 

at the military installations. .. · 

Although the study is intended for military -usage, there may be. 

some civilian ·application because ~f sim;l;larities in skills, ~ducational 

8The writer sent a total of 164 letters and questionnaires to all 
those Lutheran military chaplains lipted in the Ju1,·y 19.67 roster of 
chaplains sent with A Mighty Fortress. who were thought to be at. base, 
station, or post level within the cont-inental United .S·tates; and ·to 
all Air Force Training Commana bases. (Illustrations 1, 2, and 3~ 
1nm, pp. 73-7S will show the form of ·the letter and questionnaire 
'with certain tabulations). Eighty-six of the questionna1re were 
returned at the date of this writing. Ten others were returned un
claimed by the post office department because of delivery difficulties. 
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and their civilian counter

levels, and backgt~nd of military personnel 
The ·~bers of the 

parts.9 There ar• 6ifferences between them, however. 

military communit1 •re subject to transfer ~ithout their wish or consent; 

of the d•nger to the hea~ of the 
t:hey live in an atlQosphere of awarenes·s 

family and, usuall~ to 
. 10 

a lesser extent, its members; they have been 

removed from relattves and their childhood environments; and they. tend to 

be less inhibited by religious and social pressures. 
The family usu•lly 

develops with less dependence upon its geographical location and -social 

structure for solidarity,.11 therefore it must h'ave more cohesive po~er 

within itself, as stressed by Den~on and Landis, 12 to ·n~ a few .authors~ . . 

9 Morris Janowitz, The Professional Soldier (New York: The Free Pre~s, 
1960), p. 9. Be' states that the military men "have their civilian equiva
lents: engineers, machine maintenance specialists, healt;h servi:ce expert·s, 
logistics and personnel technicians. In fact, the concentrat;ion of 
personnel with 'purely' military occupational specialties qas fallen from 
93.2 per cent in the Civil War to 28.8 per cent in the post-Korean Army, 
and to even lower pe,;centages in the .Navy and Air Force." 

lOATC Pamphlet 36-1, Officer Personnel Accept~ Challenge ('.Randolph 
Air Force Base, Tex.: Air Training Command, 31 May 1967), pp. 7-8. 'lhe 
pamphlet serves as one of many examples inferring the st:~ess for the 
members. It tells the men how to prepare for it~ • Thomas A. Harris 
Counseling ~ ·serviceman .!n!! l!i!. Family (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: • 
Prentice-Ball, Inc., 1964), p. 40. He ~irects attention .to the stress 
which anxiety places on all military marriages.. Landis and Landis, p. 162, 
note the stress of loneliness during the time the couple is separated and 
plagued by uncertainty. 

lL · 
7iallace Denton, What's Happening ,S2 Our Families (Philadel hi. 

Westminster Preas, 1963), pp. 38-39. - . · · P a. 

12nenton, p. 38 quotes Burgesa and Lock· "Famil aff 
is the chief ingredient here but others of vital "·:mp Yt ection, of cours~, 

t d l b i f 
· .&. or ance are family 

evens an ce e rat ons, amily traditions and memori · 
and activities, ,uid informal methods of :family contro~~• .~ommon interests 
the family removed from its restraining social and as ways ta shore up 
and Landis, pp. 8-10 state their case that the c geograph~cal home. Landis 
the affectional function of marriage in the abae ouples g~ve· greater force to_ 
social pressures. · In pp. 163-164 they list the nc~ d of conv~ntiona-1 external 
service marriage with impending separatio~ ha · con itions under which a 
survival. 8 a reaaonable ·chance of 
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}lembers of the family tend to be honest about their feelings toward each 

other and tolerate very little phoniness. The family loyalties are 

tested by separations and anticipated separations.13 

Assignments of type of work and duty stations vary radically 

within the military organizations and forces. Assignments such as 

combat crew members within Strategic Air C011111&nd are very disruptive 

to family living. Prolonged separation caused by overseas assignment 

has produced so much deviant behavior that the Air Force has asked for 

the assistance of social scientists to examine the nature, extent, and 
14 

cause of changes in behavior standards. Whether an assignment 

enhances family life or is destructive of it, the military member is 

under military jurisdiction and control and can be made a part of an 

organized effort for family life education and other instruction 

deemed beneficial to him. The Air Force has, for instance, required 

chaplain and commander premarital counseling for all first term 

15 enlisted personnel prior to granting them permission to marry. "nae 

judgment of what guidance is to be given has been left up to the local 

c011111&nder and the chaplain. No single procedure has been specifie~ 

because units may vary from one quite isolated in a civilian conmunity16 

13Henry A. Bowman, Marriage ,m Modems (Fourth edition; New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1960), p. 499. 

14Janowitz, ~p. 190-193 states the disruptive nature of certain 
assignments and records that the social scientists reported in 1952. 

15Air 'Force Regulation 211-12, Marriage ,g,! Airmen!!! the~ 
Im!£ Grades (Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
4 March 1963). 

16 Recruiters, technical advisors to industry, ROTC instructors 
and staff members, and various auxiliary trainins and advisory per
sonnel usually live in a completely civilian community during such 
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to a base populated by many thousands. Some units may be rela~ively 

unaffected by tactical operations while combat units are carrying out 

military operations against an enemy. 'lhe length of stay at a station 

maY. vary from a few weeks fo~ certain training to fixed number of years, 

such as instructor duty or overseas assignments. 'lhe educational 

level at a station may be quite uniform if its function is highly 

specialized, or it may include all levels of intelligence and education 

from normal to highly intelligent and highly educated specialists, 

scientists, and professionals. 'lhe varied assignments require-a 

varietr of programs to meet the needs of personnel. 

Because of the variables, it would be impossible to recommend 

any one method or procedure as being ideal for all military installa

tions or personnel. 'lhe writer contends that aid, as well as encourage

ment can be given chaplains by his examining cer~ain programs which 

have been proposed or used in civilian andior military communitie~, 

then evaluating them in the light of military reality and recommending 

those which show promise of meeting specific needs. ~ evaluating 

programs the writer presumes that: (1) all participants will be literate 

and able to profit from instruction and discussion; (2) they· will live 

within a •tructured society of grade and income; (3) premarital 

guidance service will not be structured within the confines of any 

denominational group or local church organization; (4) the ~baplain baa 

assignments and may be some distance removed from their parent organiza
tion, which may, but need not, have a chaplain assigned. Small posts 
or sites usually do not have a resident chaplain but are served by a 
circuit-ri~ing chaplain who visits regularly or occasionally. 
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the responsibility not only to those for tmom he would perform a 

ceremony or with whose union he would implicitly agree; (S) he must 

use time expeditiously, rendering services to as many as possible. 

The study will not examine all proposed methods of premarital 

guidance or counseling nor their many variations. The writer will 

examine methods for which he could obtain descriptive literature and 

which seemed to him and other mil~tary chaplains to offer possibilities 

for extensive use in the military establishments. They include: (1) 

individual counseling and couple counseling, (2) occasional counseling 
' I 

in a family life program, (3) guidance classes for limited and 

' unlimited numbers of participants, (4) the pre-Cana program of the 

Roman Catholic Church, (S) and some methods used at various military 

installations or units. The writer is aware that he does not know 

the full variety of assignments, the full extent of their peculiarities, 

nor any conmon denominator of chaplain capability, lience he will limit 

his consideration to the circumstances called to his attention by 

authors and chaplains. Some of the chaplains who responded to the 

sampling described their own assignments and have supplied ideas and 

materials. Numerous chaplains asked that ideas be forwarded to them 

when the survey or sampling was completed. The assembled materials 

are supplemented by the records of the writer, who has tested a variety 

pf methods and materia.ls during the past nine years.17 

171n additi~n to previous counseling and guidance training and 
practice the writer has conducted 110 premarital clinics and seminars 
during the past 3 years. Approximately 20 per cent of more than nine 
thousand parti~ipants are known to have concluded that they were not 
ready to undertake marriage because they wished to give themselves 
more time to grow in one or more of the areas: socially, emotionally, 
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The method which the writer has used in the preparation of this 

thesis has been: (1) to examine the texts and certain conmentaries 

on the scriptural foundations of marriage in Genesis chapter two and 

Ephesians chapter fivei (2) to examine marriage counseling manuals 

to determine where marital stress shows itselfi (~) to note the ar~as 

in which chaplains report their greatest counseling load and to study 

the particular problems which surround the areasi (4) to use marriage 

course textbooks and premarit~l counseling manuals to note the 

approaches and techniques the authors suggest in coping with the 

highest problem area&i (S) to collect, in a random sampling, materials 

developed by military chaplains for their own programs or which they 

recommended to those they servei (6) to draw on information which 

the writer has gathered from participants and consulting professionals 

in the course of counseling or guiding some ten thousand individuals 

or financially. Others decided that it was too early for them to 
marry the intended spouse while some reported that they discontinued 
all plans of marrying the person with whom they had been making 
marriage plans at the time they began their clinic attendance. These 
decisions were not imposed upon them since the leaders stressed that 
by far the greater number of the participants had more potential 
for happiness in marriage than they would as single individuals, 
provided they used their resources wisely to provide for the demands 
their marriage would place on them. U,aul G. Hansen, et al, Engagement 
,!!!!! Marriage (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1959)

1 
p. 165. 

They contend that marriage is the natural order, God's design for all 
human beings. George A. Kelly, The Catholic Marriage Manual (New York· 
Random House, 19S8) • p. 3, says• "As _ a married man or woman, you have • 
one of the greatest gifts--and one of the greatest opportunities to 
do good--that it is possible for human beings to possess on earth •!] 
Careful planning is always emphasized in the clinics because of Ci) 
thfe hyouth of t~e(pla)rthici!a:1:ntsi (2) the potentially required separation 
o t e spo~ses, t e mited, fixed income of the enlist d 
(4) the required moves by a family when the family doe ed personnel; 
nor is able to •fford such a move. 8 not esire 
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in premarital and marriage relationships; (7) then using the 

information from the various sources as guides, to, find.and recomiend 

approaches in providing premarital. guidance for members of the 

military forces. 

. .. 



CHAPTER II 

PBEMARITAL GUIDANCE AS A 'LEGITIMA'IE FUNCTION OF 

THE MINISTRY IN TBB MILITARY SERVIQ 

Basic Teachings on the Marriage Belationship 

The Creator's design for establishing the family is simply 

stated in Genesis. Scripture says, "Therefore a man leaves his 

father and his mother and cleaves to his wife, and they become one 

flesh. 111 Establishing a family, theu, has several aspects: (1) 

Comparatively forsaking the parental household and affection; 

(2) Cleaving to the marriage partner; (3) The two members of the 
. . 

partnership become one flesh in a unity of persons; an9, (4) Their 

union is to remain as long as they both live. God has given His 

record in such a way that human bein:gs ma:y see what they must do to· 

build families which will function properly in society. 

Scripture begins with the child's earliest love experience, 

proceeding from the known t;.o the, new. The child's love experience· 

was with his parents. They gave such warmth, nourishment, comfort, 

protection·, and education as they c·ould provide. Be responded to 

them with trust, filial love, and loyalty. The child could be 

confident that ·his parents. would continue to provide for him because 

they showed him. that they loved him and that he belonsed into their 

unit of love and concern. He was a member of theii; family, a recipient 

of their love. 

1Gen. 2:24. 
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When the person himself marries he becomes a partner in establishing 

the new unit and he has a position which he ha~ seen in his parent, but 

not experienced himself. Re is no; longer merely the responsibility of 
I 

someone else wi·th an oppor·tunity ·to respond to loving care. In marriage 

he must put the love into motion either as head of the home or as the 

helpmeet. Be must leave father and mother2 and himsel~ build 'the home 

= with love and other resources. The arrangement does not imply that he 

becomes disloyal to his parents or renounces them in any way. He is 

still their child. Luther sees him visiting them and sharing joys and 

3 blessings with them • . ~ut in marriage he assumes the responsibility of 

providing the ingredients whic~ will make his mai:-riage work. Bis time 

~nd attention, together with other resources, must devotedly be given 

to his spouse in a loyalty which is second only to his faithfulness 

to God. 

2werner Elert, Ib!, Christian 1Sh9.!,, translated by Carl J. Schindler 
(Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Preas, 1957), p. 82. He says: "The Fourth 
Commandment has something to say to me regarding my relationship to 
my parents, and this relationship exists r•gardless of the question of 
marriage, it is valid even if I dp not know what marriage is. The 
existence of such a family tie is a simp•le ·incontestable fact. It 
cannot be altered and remains unaffected by all marital errors of the 
parents and all attempts of a prodigal son to emancipate himself from 
it. It is not even terminal by the death of the parent. By the fact 
of descent I remain the son of my dead father until the day of 
judgment." 

=ifartin Luther, Lectures .sm Genesis Chapters 1-5. edited by 
Jarpslav Pelikan (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1958), I, 
138. He st·ates that even if Adam had not sinned, his children would 
have left "the table and ·dwelli~g p.lace of the parents, they would 
have had their own trees under which th~y would have lived separately 
from their parents. At times they would have come to their father 
Adam to sing a hymn and praise God, and then they would have returned 
to their own homes." God intends for a similar relation of loyalties 
to continue despite imperfections brought on by sin, Luther indicates. 
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The marriage partners make a covenant with each other.4 They. 

promise to forsake all others as they take each other, having made the 

selection through a method which is conventional or acceptable in their 

. own society. God leaves the privilege of selecting marriage partners 

to human beings but requires them to remain loyal. to each other. They 

are not to search for another partner or try to interest any others in 

5 themselves. They are to be "glued" to each other. They should cleave 

in a coniugium corporis atgue animae 11:nd become "one flesh." Jesus and 

St. Paul reier to the unity· of persons in the words .!!.!, .!.!3'.!!. ~. 6 

which is not merely a conjunction of bodies, a participation in things ·, 
of common interest, or even a sharing of affections. It is the forming 

of a union between a man and a woman in a harmony which no man has a 

i right to break. They form a henosis which Baily considers a restoration 

of the original pattern of creation. Be writes: 

4Gibson Winter, Love .!rui Conflict (Garden City, New York: Dolphin 
Books, 1961), p. 82. The author observes: "In biblical language, 
marriage is a covenant between a man and a woman. We seldom speak of 
covenants these days, but this term expresses a unique relationship. 
We can understand the term most clearly in the light of God's covenant 
with His people. The Old Covenant is the alliance initiated by God 
with the Israelite people. The act of God in delivering the people 
forms the basis of the Covenant. However, the Covenant is sealed by 
the Commandments and the pledge of fidelity in terms of them from both 
sides. God promises to be with His people to empower their obedience 
to His laws and protect them. Israel pledges itself to faithfulness 
.to God. Israel. will serve no other gods •••• Faithfulness, trust, 
and support are the fabric of a covenant. 

5 - -Matt. 19:5 Jesus quotes the Genesis account with kollethesetai 
te gunaiki !!!S2!!, thereby stating tr.at th~ man is to be "glued" to 
his wife. It expresses the closest possible union. 

6Katt. 19:5; Mark 10:8; and Eph. 5:32. 
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In marriage man and woman become "one flesh." This means 
that through the sexual intercourse in which they con
s~te their love they restore the original pattern of 
bum:in unity. The older of the two Genosis creation' myths 
describes how God took one of Adam's ribs and built it 
into 4 woman. Male and female are thus shown to h:ive a 
common origin; they are not independent but complementary, 
and individually incomplete until they have achieved the 
union in which each integrates and is integrated by the 
other.7 

If the couple is to achieve a true integration and unity they must 

make psychological adjustments from their childhood patterns. Living 

in their parental homes normally they had minimal responsibilities. 

Their decisions would usually not radically affect the entire family. 

They were not customarily responsible for the support and care of 

others. Even if they did not live in their parent's house prior to 

theirmarriage, . most could live rather selfish llves and be concerned 

mostly about themselves. They could be self-centered within their 

ethical, social, and economic limits. However, in the unity of the 

God-designed marriage, the "I" must surrender to the ''we." Brunner 

notes it thus: 

Anyone who has ever experienced a real marriage can 
never cease to marvel at the wonders of the Divine wisdom, 
by means of which the Creator entices man out of the 
solitude ·of the "I" into a life of partnership and mutual 
obligation, through which he .gives, in order that h~ may 
make demands, and makes demands in order that he may give. 
In married life opportunities are given to us which we 

I 7Derrick Sherwin Bailey, !h!, Mystery of~ e Marriage (New 
York: 8'-rper and Brothers, 19S2), p. 44. Denton considers Bailey's 
the most significant book on marriage by a Protestant theologian of 
this generation. Bailey examines the pivotal Biblical concept of 
"one flesh" as a basis for marriage. The evaluation appe"ars_ in: 
Wallace Denton,_ What's Happening S2,_,gJ!£ Families (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1963), p. 41. 
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could have nowhere else, possibilities of service and 
experience, of work. in common and nf growth in indepen
dence, of active receptivity and creative sharing, of 
limitati3n and expansion, of repose and of stimulation 
to work. 

In marriage the two persona are to become a unit and to function 

harmonioualy. 9 They need to strive for coumon goals, which rest 

on values that are mutually acceptable. The values are baaed on 

ideals, which are the embodiment of spiritual, ethical, cultural, 

and socio-economic concepts. Although the partners may have similar 

concepts at the time they marry, their beliefs and values are not 

identicai, 10 hence it takes time to achieve unity. The couple needs 

8Emil Brunner, The Divine Imperative, translated by Olive Wyon 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Presa, 1957), pp. 380-381. 

9 
Richard A. Caemmerer, "The Human Family in God's Design" in 

Helping Families Through the Church, edited by Oscar E. Feucht 
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1957), p. 5. He writes: 
"Husbands and wives, parents and children, are to be bound together 
by Christian love (Eph. 5:1-2). Thia word implies not simply 
affection, 'being in love.' But it is the divin~ word for an 
attitude of the inner self by which one person becomes responsible 
for another (even as God holds Himself responsible) and by which he 
makes the other person a concern higher than himself (Matt. 5:43-48.; 
Phil. 2:1-15). The physical aide of marriage thus becomes more than 
stilling of sexual hunger, namely, care for the other person (1 Cor. 
7:1-5). Marriage becomes a concern for spiritual life (Eph. 5:21-33). 
Love is an attitude in parents which makes them willing to sacrifice 
themselves for the spiritual growth of their children (Rom. 12:1-2.; 
Eph. 6:3-4). Love causes children to honor parents, not because of 
their authority or power but because of the rela~ion in ~hich they 
stand to parents under God and because God provides for them through 
parents (Eph. 5: 1-2; 1 Tim. 5:1-8) ." Thus the author summarizes the 
entire family relationship in love as outlined in Scripture. 

lOJudson T. Landis and Mary G. Landis, Building! Successful 
Marriage (Fourth edition; Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, 
.Inc., 1963), p. 281. They say: "If the two people are from about 
the same type of family background, their values may be very similar. 
If it is a 'mixed' marriage, the;e may be practically no agreement." 
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time even to develop harmony in their sex life. Wayne Oates observes 

that sex in marriage "like all great arts requires much patience and 

practice."ll As one result of God's making human beings wonderfully. 

the emotions and experiences of the couple are all interrelated and 

harmony in any given area is related to agreement and cooperation in 

another. 

I 
Although the obligations of ~ove and faithfulness are assumed 

when the marriage is contracted. achieving henosis is more complicated. 

Bailey writes: . 
I 

Although the union in "one flesh" is a physical union 
established by sexual intercourse (the conjunction of the 
sexual organs) it involves at the same time. the whole 
being. and effects the personality at the deepest levrl· 
It is a union of the entire man and the entire woman. 

God created man and made woman to be united with each other in marriage 

for His divine purpose. not as a lawful remedy against concupiscence.13 

11wayne E. Oates1 Marriage Counseling fil (Hollywood. Calif.: 
Family Films. 1960). coumentary on film strip number three. 

12 Bailey. p. 44. 

13)1ario Colacci. Christian Marriage Today (Minneapolis: Augsburg 
Publishing House. 1965) 1 p. 3. Be points out: "At this point it 
should be emphasized that according to the Biblical narrative the 
marriage relationship was instituted by God before the first 
progenitors of mankind violated God's commandment and were. conse
quently expelled from the garden of Eden. Marriage. then. cannot 
be considered as a lawful remedy against the so-called concupiscence 
which was one of the tragic results of the original sin." Compare
also Bailey. pp. 14-1S. where he states in part: "In this idea of 
marriage as an accomodation to human weakness and a hindrance to the 
fullest service of God there is but little appreciation of its 
dignity and high calling_; nor do the writers of the New Testament 
show much sense of the joys and privileges of family life, or of 
that love for children which our Lord himself displayed." 
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Fields sees the purpose of marriage as threefold: (1) For companion

ship; (2) The physical relationship including the idea of sexual intimacy; 

14 and (3) For reproduction. Koehl~r cites also "for the development of 

the moral and spiritual well-being of the spouses.1115 Bailey's observa

tion, then, becomes obvious that not every sexual act constitutes 

henosis. He writes: 

Not every sexual act, however, sets up a valid henosis, 
but only that which is done under conditions implying 
consent as it has usually been understood--consent, 
not merely to an act or intercourse, but to everything 
that follows from it.16 

A true and complete henosis would, then, require responsible love 

which grows into a unity of persona in faithfulness. 

That faithfulness is implicit in the Creator's design for marriage 
17 

may be confirmed by the references which Jesus and Malachi made to 

14w[ilbera J. Fields, Unity J:n Marriage (St. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1962), p. 32. 

15walter John Koehler, "The Constitutive N~ture of a Christian 
Marriage and Its Application Toward Pastoral Practice in a Remarriage 
Situation" (unpublished S. T. M. thesis, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, 
1966), p. 30. His arrangement of the purpose is: "The divine purpose 
of the life-long union established in the process of marriage and 
illuminated by the New Testament are: (a) the fulfillment of the one 
flesh relationship (Matt. 19:5-6; 1 Cor. 7:5); (b) companionship and 
mutual helpfulness (Col. 3:18-19); (c) for the development of the 
moral and spiritual wellbeing of the spouses (1 Thess. 4:3-5; 
l'Peter 3:7; Col. 3:16); (d) for the procreation and rearing of children 
(Eph. 6:4; Col. 3:21; Matt. 19:14)." 

16 Bailey, p. SO. 
17Mal. 2:15-16 states: "Bas not one God made and sustained for 

us the spirit of life? And what does he desire? Godly offspring. 
So take heed to yourselves, and let none be faithless to the wife. of 
his youth. For I hate divorce, says the Lord God of Israel, and 
covering one's garment with violence, says the Lord of hosts. So 
take heed to yourselves and do not be faithless." The scriptural author 
does not condone a person taking the second wife even if his excuse is 
tha~ he wants to follow the c011111&nd of God to have children. 
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the Genesis account. In Matt. S:32 and Luke 16:18 Jesus brands divorcing 

the wife and marrying another as adultery and states that the man who 

divorces his wife causes her to comqait adultery. Franzmann observes 

that Jesus commented on creative design for marriage because even after 

God established pure and loving communion on the sexes, fallen man 

lusts in hot concupiscence upon the woman God has not given him. 18 

God's judgment, therefore, is due those who violate His design and 

undertake ending the marriage union. In Matt. 19:4-12 and Mark 10:S-12 

Jesus answered the specific challenge of the Pharisees about the inten

tion of God in marriage and, thereafter, stilled the disciples' fears 

that marriage was too dangerous for sinful man to undertake. Jesus 

noted that in the beginning God created male and female in the singular. 

He made Adam and then took Eve from that body which Be had first 

made. She was truly part of him. She was formed for him to complement 

him in perfect union. That the two who go into marriage now should 

still have that same close, permanent union seems· to be emphasized 

by Jesus since He uses the .2!.!!!!2. of the Septuagint even though it is 

not in the present Hebrew text. Although they begin as two distinct 

and unrelated persons, when they marry t~ey are joined to each other by 

God, Who does not intend to have man separate them. The permission 

for divorcement by Moses does not change the will of God or Bis design, 19 

He permits it for sinful man to avoid possibly worse consequences.20 

1
8Martin H. Franzmann, Follow!!!,: Discipleship Accardi S 

Matthew (St. Louis: Concordia Publi shing House, 1961), pp. :~-'fi.~• 
19Ibid., pp. 174-17S. r 

- I 

20 Brunner, p. 354. 
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Creed finds that Jesus asserted "that the marriage bond was • .• in 
2i 

itself indissoluble." Blert carries the argmaent into another realm 

stating that if the child who is born of the union remains the child 

of both parents regardless of what happens to the parents, the child

parent relationship should preclude the dissolution of the marriage 

bond·. 22 The marriage bond bf Divine intent, according to comment by 

Jesus, and for practical reasons should Temain unbroken as long as both 

live. 

When the disciples had heard J~sus' teaching on the permanency 

of marriage they observed, "If such is the case of a man with his wife, 

23 it is not expedient to marry." They might have been saying that 

people are not perfect even when they want to be and everyone has times 

when he does not want to be perfect. Buman imperfection opens the door 

to all kinds of difficulties and problems for which people have no fool

proof answers. Even if an answer may be found for a given- ~ccasion, 

the answer becomes non-applicable as time, places, and people change. 

-Because of imperfection and uncertainty the disciples thought that it 

was advisable that people not marry. Those who lived after the disciples 

also needed a pattern for building good marriages. They needed the 

secret. 

21 : John Martin Creed, Iha. Gospel According~ St. Luke (London: 
MacMillan and Co., Ltd.; New York:· St. Martin's Press, 1957), p. 208. 

22!1ert, p. 87. 

2~tt. 19:10. 
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St. Paul revealed the secret for successful marriage to the 

Ephesians24 by drawing the analogy of the husband-wife relationship 

and the Christ-church relationship, which Robinson calls a practical 

lesson of love on the part of one and rev.erence on the part of the 

25 other. Hulme notes that the analogy helps ·the marriage partners 

get a better understanding of Christ and the church while it also 

gives the Christian new insight into the beau~ifui relationship God 

has made possible in marriage. Re says: 

On the one hand the familiar relationship of marriage 
provides a meaningful mental image by which the human 
being can grasp the intimacy as well as th~ binding tie 
in the relationship of God and his people. On the 
other hand the idea that Christ and his. Church form a 
marriage relationship presents an example of the marital 
ties after which human marriages should pattern them
selvea_.26 

In the text the Apostle Paul first ~eals with the fundamental 

order of human life, the wife's subj~gation to her husband and the 
. 

husba~d's love for his wife, ~hich issues into a vital unity pointing 

to the ideal consummation of humanity. 27 In equal self-surrender the 
' 

wife is subject to the husband and the husband is devoted to. the wife 

as the church is subject to Christ. and Re is Himself hei' savior. There 
I 

is no harshness eithe~ in the subjection or in being the head, as 

24Eph. 5:22-33. 

. 25 J. Armitage Robinson, !S• Paul I s Epistle ,S!!, £h!, Ephesians 
(London: James Clark and Co., Lt., 1928), p. 209. 

26wnliam E. Hulme, Ib!!, Pastoral £!I!!. -2.t Families (New Y~rk: 
Abingdon Press, 1962), p. 18·. 

27Brooke Foss Westcott, St. Paul's Epistle ,S!!, ~ Ephesians 
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdma:i.s Publishing Co., by permission 
of MacMillan Co., n.d.) 1 p. 53. 
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28 noted by Best. The headship becomes the ground of existence and takes 

on a responsibility which ·includes bestowing his affection through self

surrender. The result in a Christian society is that everyone is as 

worthwhile as the other members, said Chry~ostom. 29 The wife, not as a 

less valuable being but as the helpmeet, accepts the headship of her 

husband. He bears the greater responsibility for directing the marriage 

because it is he who is to love and to demonstrate his love for his wife. 

The analogy reaches a point of imperfection in that the husband 

does not redeem his wife in the manner in which Christ is the Savior of 

the church.30 Westcott notes that in bis self-surrender the husband 

might be called her savior in a lesser sense. The husband uses the love 

of Christ for His church as a pattern and measure for his own love for 

31 · bis wife. The husband will note that Christ loved her not because the 

church was so attractive but because He wanted to return her to the 

beautiful perfection she had at creation. Because of Him she became the 

beautiful and perfect bride. The "teat of the husband's love is whether 

be recognizes and treats his wife as a part of ~imself, providing tender 

affection and care and bestowing it even when she is imperfect, possibly 
32 

irritating. Finally, through her he extends his life and they are one 

flesh in their children. 

~ ) Ernest Beat,~ Body!!! Christ (London: SPCK, 19S3, PP• 172-173. 

29 _Hulme, p. 22. 

lOlbid., pp. 20-21. 

31weatcott, pp. 84-8S. 

321bid., p. as. 
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People do not follow the steps towards harmony in marriage simply 

because God has said that they should act properly. Together with 

giving direction God also promises to provide the strength to carry out 

the direction. He blesses the marriages by giving spiritual gifts and 

prospering their physical intimacies, the physical love for which they 

need not be ashamed before their Creator.33 Although it may start as 

eros the love even between non-Christian marriage partners can develop 

so that it will stabilize and harmonize their union for the emotional 

benefit for all members of the family. They can practice self-giving 

love and devotion, which God blesses. But the fulneas and riches 

available in marriage can better be appreciated by the Christian family 

which knows that God was not moved to love by a hope that His love might 

be returned. His love was so great that it enveloped the people Be had 

made. .God made the first husband and wife perfect. When they degraded 

their estate by sin, He did not abandon them. In love He gave Bis. Son 

to redeem them, to reclaim them, to purify, heaL and strengthen them through 

His work and word. With gratitude the Christiana use their new life and 

strength to love Him and imitate Him. The mystery or nev revelation to 

which Paul refers is the Christians' understanding of Christ's self

sacrificing love. Bia pattern becomes their ideal for marriage and family 

life. His love prompts men to love their wives even when they become 

unlovely. It moves women to forgive the husband who has not fulfilled 

his duty. Husband and wife become each others helpers, not judges. The 

children, also,. are in the forgiving circle and nourished on love. The 

34 family is the place of the ministry of love. 

33Elert, p. 91 

34winter, pp. 68-69. 
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l-lhen agape becomes the center of the home, then perseverance 

and faithfulness will be characteristic of that home and it will 

endure because the members will learn to understand and intelligently 

to serve one another. Each must practice agape and develop the 

determination to be faithful during the weak moments of the other. 

Brunner warns: 

We cannot build marriage upon love and be sure that it 
will stand, but we can do so upon fidelity. The vow of 
fidelity, which embraces all of the fluctuations of 
love, and all the variable factors in marriage, is the 
backbone of marriage; in it the unconditional element 
of order of creation is taken upon into consciousness, 
into a will conscious of its responsibility. Just as 
the structure of existence is the.!. priori of all particular 
experiences, and cannot be affected by their distinctive 
forms, so the vow of fidelity represents the constancy of 
the union of these two persons, independent of all fluctua
tion, both inward and outward. For this reason the bond of 
fidelity is quite different from the bond of love; the 
relation between the two may be compared with that between 
spirit and nature. Love and fidelity can only be identical 
if love is raised above the sphere of nature into the sphere 
of spirit •• 

3
• it is very wrong to contract marriage 

without love. 5 

As husband and wife help each other during weak moments and difficult 

times, their marriage takes on new significance and strength. Each 

partner succeeds with the other. The wife actually has a part in the 

success of her husband in his vocation. He shares in her joys and 

sorrows. 36 As in mutual faithfulness they share the life of each other 

emotionally, physically, and spiritually they will form a distinct union 

35Brunner, p. 360. Also note Bailey, p • . 21, referring to 
Brunner'& concern, notes that fidelity is a necessary growth tie 
during the growth stages of love. 

36Fields, pp. 42-43. 
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apart from all other relationships. Their oneness will be symbolized by 

their harmonious sex life, which is neither bestial nor angelic, yet 

brings pleasure, satisfaction, confidence, harmony, and self-respect to 

the partners as it fortifies their affection.37 

The chaplain who is thoroughly familiar with the design for marriage 

as it is given in Genesis and knows the source of self-surrender and 

redeeming love from Christ, described in Ephesians, is ready to help 

his people prepare for marriage as soon as he is also aware of the 

particular threats those marriages will face. The first one this study 

will deal with follows immediately after the paragraphs dealing with 

Scripture because it is a result of a disregard for the information given 

in the passages cited from the Bible. It is what Russel Dicks calls one 

of the great American lies that they were married and lived happily ever 

after. 38 Advertisements for almost every kind of product foster the 

belief that physical attractiveness and romantic love provide a perpetual 

idyl for keeping the marriage partner• forever vibrantly entranced with 

each other. Marriage counselors attest to the real danger of the 

delusion by warning against it even more than the theologians. Marriage 

counselor Goldstein observes: 

They think of marriage solely in biological terms and 
they live their married life on the biological level. 
They discover, however, in the course of time that the 
biological foundation of marriage possesses no degree of 

37Henri Gilbert, 12E,i!!, Marriage, translated by Andre Humbert 
(New York: Hawthorne Books, Inc., 1964), pp. 71-72. Also DeWitt Miller, 
If Two Are to Become One (Elgin, Ill.: Brethren Press for the 
Cooperative

0

Publicatioii""Association; 1960), pp. 47-48. 

38aussel L. Dicks, Premarital Guidance (Englewood Cliffs, N. 3.: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 196~), p. 89. 
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permanency. On the contrary, the biological rela
tionship loses its allure and potency earlier than 
many suspect. The man she married because of 
biological attractions soon finds that the attrac
tions cease to hold him. And he then seeks other 
sources that he thinks will prove more interesting 
and pleasing. This means the beginning of the end 
of marriage. The biological relationship, no matter 
how intense in the beginning, may in many cases 
become in time not a bond of union but a barr!lr 
that separates man and woman from each other. 

Examples of similar concern are noted in works of Bergler,40 

41 42 43 44 4S 46 47 Bertocci, Bowman, Dicks, Duvall, Feucht, Landis, Lee, 

39 Sidney E. Goldstein, Marriage and Family Counseling (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 194S), p. 168. 

40 · Edmund Bergler, Unhappy Marriage !!l!! Divorce (New York: 
International University Press, 1946), pp. 71, 96-97. 

41Peter A.' Bertocci, l1!!, l!Y!!!!l Venture in §ll, 12!!, ,!!!!! Marriage 
(New York: Association Press, 1951), p. 62. 

42 Henry A. Bowman, Marriage .ls!!: Moderns (Fourth edition; New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co. , Inc., 1960), P• 153. 

43 Dicks, p. 84. 
·, 

~velyn Duvall and 'Reuben Hill, Being Married (New York: D. C. 
Beath, 1960), pp. 49-S0. 

45 Oscar E. Feucht, Helping Fatnilies Through the Church (St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1957),, pp. 193-194. 

461.andis and Landis, pp. 121-143. 

47 Alfred McClung Lee and Elizabeth Briant Lee, Marria2e !!l!! ~ 
Family (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1961),.pp. 139-142. 
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~liller,
48 

Morris,
49 

and Robinson,
50 

to name only a few of the counselors. 

The authors contend that a giVing and unselfish love will contribute to 

permanence and happiness for the marr:lage. 

Another damaging concept in Amer:lca is that in a democratic society 

the husband should not be the head of the family. Marie Robinson makes 

the thrust of an entire book the fact that to be a wife who responds 

to the aggressive leadership which is characteristic of men is most satis-

S1 fying to the woman. Fields says that many voices are deploring the 

fact that homes are being weakened because the husband is not really 

acting as the head of the home. The 'Wives actually want their men to be 

S2 
husbands more than they want them to be partners. Hulme states that 

it seems as though the husbands are the ones now resisting the request that 

they resume the.headship of the family. 53 Winter, throughout his work, 

points to the loss of the position of head of the family by the father 

48 Ydller, pp. 4S-47. 

49 J. Kenneth Morris, Premarital Counseling: A Manual for Ministers 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Ha 11, Inc., 1960), pp. 128-138. Also 
J. Kenneth Morris, Marriage Counseling: A Manual for Ministers (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 196S), pp. 147-164. 

SOMarie Robinson, The ~ g! Sexual Surrender (Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 19S9), pp. 41-258, passim. 

Sl 
Ibid., passim. Dr. Robinson~ herself a physician and counselor, 

has written what the publisher calls the only book of its kind for the 
layman. The writer of this study has used the book extensively to help 
counselees understand that frigidity has emotional, environmental 
and educational implications which ma.y, but need not, have connec~i 
with the person's spouse. ona 

52 Fields, pp. 39-40. 
53 

Hulme, p. 24. 
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as the source of trouble, such as the lack of unity, discipline, 

and purpose in pres.ent ADJerican families and American society. 54 

Scripture does not prescribe a two-headed monster in marria~e. It 

points to a union with a responsible head who ts joined by the wife 

he loves, so that together they might serve G~d, each other, and 

· society. 

The Role of the Chaplain as Pastor 

The family is the basic unit of society. It serves the individual 

and the units within society. $i'lllilarly the church serves her members 

and families. In family and church the members are interested in each 

other and serve one another in the many aspects of life, giving encour

agement, support , strength, and guidance. The members build a common 

defense and help each other attain their goals and objectives. Brunner 

calls the church a worshiping community which must show its love .for 

ss God in service to members of her ccmmunity. According to Hulme, 

5\Jinter, passim. 

55Brunner, pp. 534-535. He states: "The worshiping_ community 
cannot remain content with siq,ly meeting for worship. The Conanunio 
sanctorum means more than just the coetus, an assembly for the purpose 
of worship. Where Christ is present He wills to create; for Christus 
!!sm. .!!S, otiosus. Faith must be active in love. The conmunity of 
worship must become a community of life. What we said of the Church 
of faith, of the 'two or three who are gathered together in His Name• 
is true also of the worshiping community, in so far as· it really 1 

contains a. living Church of faith. The communio must become communicatio 
omni um bonorum. In some form or another, or indeed in a variety of 
forms, Christian love must manifest itself in works of mercy and i 
deeds of servic·e, and this must manifest the reality of the ~conmun~ 
life. r The brotherhood of worship must develop beyond .its purpose ty 
of worship, just as surely as lov~ is the -necessary sion ad f i 
of faith." • - n ru t _ 

-
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the pastor's direct interest in the church's members causes him to 

perform the 

ministry of the loving Word of God as it centers in 
the Scripture and sacraments in the setting of the 
church. His pastoral challenge is to help·people 
discover in a meaningful way the applicatigg of this 
Word to these life experiences and crise,. • 

Thus the church and her pastors are interested in rendering services 

to her members, meeting their needs and making them an effective force 

for her mission • 

. Today's Americans are on the move, changing geographical location 

often. If the church and pastors are to serve the members, they must 

go with them or provide a ministry in the new locations. Military 

people are among the very mobile, being subject to move wherever they 

are needed. The church, the United States government, and the 

governmental agencies•have felt the responsibility of assuring that 

military persons have the opportunity to exercise their spiritual life, 

especially during time of conflict. The responsibility of providing 

57 58 . 
for the moral welfare and giving religious opportunity to military 

personnel has been laid on the commanders at the various echelons of 

56tiu1me, p. 10. 

57 "The Chaplain and the Air Force Mission," m Brief, No. 12, 
23 JUne 1967, P• 2. 

58u. s. President's Ccmmittee on Religion and Welfare in the 
Armed Forces, The Military Chaplaincy; ~ Report ~ the President, 
October 1, 1950 (Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government Press, 1951), 
p. 3. It states in part, "Our traditional faith in freedom of worship 
makes it important for the Armed Forces to make appropriate provision 
for religious opportunities. Were there no provisions for a religious 
program in the Armed Forces, military restrictions in the Armed Forces 
cou~d seriously hamper the indivicual serviceman's opportunity to 
worship and, indeed, might completely nullify it." 
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the military organizations. To implement a program for discharging 

the responsibility the Army, Navy, and Air Force commission certain 

qualified clergymen as chaplains to serve the religious needs of the 
· 59 
members of their faith. The chaplains also are advisors to the 

commanders in moral and spiritual mattera. 60 

The chaplains are supplied by denominations which endorse 

certain of their clergymen as chaplains and representatives of 

their religious bodies. As an example, the attitude of The Lutheran 

Church--Missouri Synod is expressed by her president, Oliver Harms, 

on supplying clergy so that the spiritual ministry may be fulfilled. 

At the present time 120 pastors of our Synod are on 
active duty as chaplains in the United States forces. 
Excluding those a~oard ship, 14 of our chaplains are 
now on active duty in Vietnam. Our church is providing 
a spiritual ministry to our young men and women scattered 
all over the world. In our name they serve the broihers 
and sisters in the faith as well as others in"need. 1 

His church body expressed the same position in the 1967 general con

vention of the synod in its amending the funct~on of the Armed Forces 

59 .!l!:!!1-, p. 3. The commission reported, "Our Armed Forces fulfill 
their responsibilities for promoting the religious welfare of military 
personnel by placing the responsibility upon all commanding officers, 
by commissioning as specialists i~ the field of religion qualified 
clergymen to serve as officers in the chaplaincy, and by providing 
facilities and programs supervised by the chaplains." 

60 
I}.rthur Carl Piepkorij, Historical Review 1 July 1962 ~ 

30 June 1963, Office of the Chief of Chaplains (Washington, D. C.: 
Departmentof the Army, n. d.), p •. 32. The history records a check 
list for the Inspector General so that he is able to determine whether 
the religious and moral needs of the command are being met. 

610liver R. Harms, ''Memo to My Brethren" May 1967 (St. Louis, 
Missouri: ~oncordia Publishing House]), pp. 3-4. . 
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Commission.~2 It is a position which has grown out of studies dating 

back to the 193S convention sessions of the synod63 and implemented 

particularly during World War II, when pastors serving as chaplains 

gained appreciation _.for its oppor·tunities to serve the church's people 

64 meaningfully. The chaplaincy also provides the occasion, in addition 

to being a pastor to one's own people, for serving a larger portion of 

6S the citizens. The military forces have been a fertile field because 

62 The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, Convention Proceedings 
of the Forty-seventh Convention, July 7-14, 1967 ((§t. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1967]), p. 162. Besolution 13-19 amends 
the by-laws to state in part, "B. Armed Forces C011111ission •••• 
15.23 General Duties The Commission shall •••• c. endeavor 
to keep our Synod well represented in all branches of the armed 
forces by soliciting and processing applications for appointments as 
chaplains in the armed forces, Beserve Corps, and Veterans Administra
tion •••• " The resolution further directs the commission to assure 
that the chaplains are rendering the proper services and that they 
and the military members are provided appropriate literature. 

63Dale E. Griffin, "The Effects of the Participation of the 
~lissouri Synod in the Military Chaplaincy During World War II on 
its Subsequent History," (unpublished Master's thesis, The Lutheran 
Theological Seminary, ' Philadelphia, 1964), pp. 11-12. He quotes 
the Southern San .baquin Valley Pastoral Conference memorial to 
the 1935 Synodical Convention to seek and endorse chaplains to 
serve in both the Army and Navy in times of peace and war. The 

· convention resolved to have the president to appoint a c011111ittee 
to verify assurances given the church and if the assurances were 
found to be correct that he was to appoint a board of five men as an 
Army and Navy Board for the Synod to assure that men who are appointed 
to serve as chaplains uphold the high principles of the church. 

64Ibid., PP• 24-2S. 

65
Ibid., P• 27. 
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the people in uniform have such a crying need. 66 Their youthfulness 

further demands that the mature spiritual ministry go with the 

personnel to provide stability and direction when the men and women 

make decisions which vitally effect their families and themaelves. 67 

Briefly, it works this way. The church designates a pastor as 

chaplain and the armed service commissions him as an officer68 to 

serve the church's members in uniform wherever ,they may be sent. 

He is a man with status in the armed forces. He is a religious 

specialist who helps educate and guide all who need or require his 

services. The chaplain is a clergyman who provides worship oppor

tunities for his people. 

The spiritual and emotional needs of any military person changes 

from time to time as he gets different assisiunents and has to deal with 

66Daniel F. Jorgensen, li.ir Force Chaplains (Washington, D. C. : 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Office of Chief of Air Force 
Chaplains, n. d.), p. 344. He published charts of a survey made 
during the early 195O1 s at Sampson Air Force Base reported by 
Chaplain George Wilson which supplies information that 45 per c~t 
of the airmen reporting to active duty could not tell how many 
commandments there were and could not quote one of them. Eighty 
per cent of all reporting for active duty at that base felt the 
need for more religion. Jorgensen states, "Surveys indicated that 
military chaplains had one of the challenging miBBion fields· of our 
time. Records show that they used this opportunity to help men 
find God." 

67u. s. President's Ccmmittee, pp. 17-18. 

68Chief of Chaplains Field Extension, "The Air Force Chaplaincy 
Invites You" (Washington, D. C.: u. s. Government Printing Office, 
1966). The pamphlet describes the requirements for appointment to 
the chaplaincy and enumerates challenges and benefits for those who 
have been appointed. 
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different problems, so he goes to his chaplal.n for counseling. As a 

result the chaplain spends more time counseling than he spends doing any 

69 one other activity. Through the cQUnseling 'the chaplain learns to 

know his people and he can bee~ increasingly effective in his teaching 

and preaching ministry. Although the chaplain may serve leBB. time with 

a given person than a civili•an pastor; the chaplain may know his peQple 

better. Being in their organization help~ the chaplain identify w;Lth his 

people. The writer will demonstrate with cases from his files the breadth 

of the ministry the chaplain renders. Included are cases of serving the 

churched, making mission contacts, establishing new church. and worship 

groups, and counseling in a variety of· circumstances. 

Case 1. The setting was the narth"ex of th~ chapel imatediately 

following the weekly communion service. Boyd D. approached the officiant 

with 

Chaplain, this is my last Sunday here. I want to thank 
you for everything you have done for me. You made wor
ship .as meaningful as it was at home. Sometin!,es you were 
much more direct here because ·you were always talking of 
just the ·things bothering me. 

The chaplain remembered that .Boyd had never come to him with a problem, 

but he had been at cOllllllUt(ion almosj: every Sunday. The chaplain re

sponded, "God be with you at your next assignment." 'lhree days later 

the chaplain received. a· letter from Boyd's mother, who said: 

We are very proud of ;Boyd·. Re has al~ys been 
conscientious and faithful to his church. His father 

69 Jorgensen, p. 26S. 
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and I want to thank you for providing communion when 
he had to learn to think and •ct like a soldier. 

'lhe chaplain concluded that Boyd was a part of the church at work. 

Case 2. James A. saw the chaplain by appointment to explain: 

My wife has been after me even before we .were married 
that I should join the church, but I always felt I 
could handle anything. Now the training is really 
rough and I miss her terribly. I think I could use 
some help from somebody, maybe from God. And my wife 
is coming to see me at Christmas. Do you think I could 
be baptized by then and surprise her? I think it's the 
best Christmas present I could give both of us. 

He enrolled in the class and met his own deadline, but he could not 

keep his activity a secret. Be was so proud he told her well before 

Christmas. His life was very different from the ~y it had been 

before. James made several private appointments to discuss how he 

could adjust his living. His wife was thrilled by what she noticed 

during her visit. Even his mother-in-law took time to write a letter 

of thanks to the chaplain. 

Case 3. Kenneth M. came to his first appointment flushed and 

trembling. 'the palms of his hands wer• wet with perspiration. 

Stammering a bit Kenneth began 

Chaplain, I don't know what to say. I've never talked 
to a preacher before, but I need help and I have no one 
else to talk to. Yc,y

0
aaid last Saturday we could talk 

to you if we wanted. It all.started when they cut 

70 All personnel receiving basic training at Amarillo Air Force 
Base must attend an orientation given by the chaplain to the men of 

"bis faith during their first week of training. Approximately 80 per 
cent of the personnel atte,nding the briefings between April 1966 and 
September 1967 admitted to being moderately to severely homesick~ 
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off all my hair. I used to have long, wavy hair. 
Man, the girls really liked that. Now I'm nobody. 
Everybody is always yelling at me:- "Airman,· shape 
up. You don't know how to do anything, Airman.u 
I can't take any more. I went to church last Sunday 
for the first time in four years.71 It helped for a 
while. .Do you think God would really heip meT 

After half an hour of talking and emotional unwinding, Kenneth ended 

with, "Well, this sure baa helped me. Can I come back? And another 

thing. l~ve never been baptized. Can you baptize meT" 

Kenneth joined the doctrine study group, but the chaplain noted 

his absence from the third aeaaion. 'l'wo men from his flight said 

Kenneth had been transferred to a special training flight. Be could 

not run the mile fast enough and did only sixteen push-ups at_one 

stretch. The claaa was interrupted twenty minutes later by a long 

distance telephone call. It was Kenneth's mother on the line asking 

Could you see ·Kenneth and maybe his c. O.T He is so 
afraid. His arms and legs have always been weak. Be 
never could do many exercises and the sergeant thinks 
Kenneth isn' t trying. Be called me and said he may 
try to go AWOL. He had sneaked away to call· me but 
he said he would do what you say, so please, hurry. 

Kenneth spent much of the next hour in the chaplain's office cryin1 

and saying, "I can't take any more. I kn9W I can't make it." Be 

seemed to hear little of the chaplain's, 111 know it's toµgh, but 

isn't there some way you can make it •. It's no disgrace to take a 

little longer to build yourself up. You can still do it." Be was 

71During the eighteen-month period more than two-thirds of all 
basic trainees attended religious services on the average Sunday. 
Large percentages admitted to having rarely attended services or to 
having attended. irregularly as civilians during and following their 
high school years. 
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back in classes and ten days later he beamed 

Chaplain, you can be pr01,ld of mel I'm getting back 
into a regular flight tomorrow. When you told me you 
knew I could make it, I decided I . couldn't let you 
down. Nobody had ever t.old me before I could do a.ome
thing hard. 'lhey always felt sorry for me and said I 
wouldn't have to do hard things--that is, until I got 
here. I prayed, Chaplain, and I got up after everybody 
else w~• in bed and I practiced. God really helped 
mel . 

Kenneth finished both bis training and bis class work for 

baptism without any doubt about what he should do. Just before 

shipping from the base he came to the office and said 

I came to say goodbye. I'm going home for t~n days 
to see Mom and Dad and my sister. They're all going 
to St. Stephen'• and started instruction• since I told 
them how God helped me. But I've got to see my 
brother too. He's in the Navy brig because be went 
AWL. I have to tell him that God can really straighten 
you out. You don't have to run away. I sure wish be 
had come here with me. 

Case 4. Marilyn K. was an enlisted Technical School student who 

raced through her words in a high voice coming through tense lips at 

the first meeting. 

Chaplain, I don I t know why I joined. There are so 
many guys and they all seem to think about the same· 
thing. Even if I walk back just from the club with 
a fellow I just keep thinking, ''When is be going to 
try'l" I'm scared. And sometimes I think, "Who would 
know'l11 

She revealed that she bad been in college. one year, but d•ted little. 

Her Mother and. Dad could not help her much because they had never dated 

anyone except each other. She was highly religious and a little out of 

touch with reality. She .concluded, · ''Bow can the guys ·tell that I • don't 

know as 'ilalch as the other girls'l They say guys don't try to get freilb 

with them." Marilyn cH.•c~r•d that ■he vant•d aomaOl\e older alUI mcn:e 
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stable to talk to and to reassure her that she need not throw away 

72 her standards. Chapel and Bible Class were a "mu.st" for her every 

Sunday, but they were not quite enough. Like her fellow-students., 

she was no longer so preoccupied with getting through training. She 

was beginning to look seriously for a suitable husband. Not all of 
73 

the fellows were just out: to sow wild oats either. She was quiet: but: 

very busy taking notes during the premarital clinic she attended two 

74 weeks before she left for her permanent assignment. She had started 

dating one fellow regularly but it was all quite casual while the 

majority of the others at: the clinic had definite marriage plans. 

Case S. Mr. and Mrs. B. were a middle-aged childlesa civilian 

couple who had come to serve as teachers for the islai:m's youth about 

eleven years before the chaplain was assigned to a base on the island. 

They often kept students in their own homes and encouraged them in 

many ways to get: a formal education. The chaplain met the couple at 

the communion service. As soon as they found out about the schedule., 

they attended communion weekly. They worked diliJently with the 

72Approximately 10 per cent of the non-Roman Catholic basic. 
trainees attended Sunday Bible classes taught by the writer at 
Amarillo in the fall of 1967. 

73 
During the time that trainees have been in technical school 

they have responded well to entering ~octr~e classes taught by the 
writer for the purpose of preparing the students for baptim and/or 
church membership. 

74 
Approximately 20 per cent of the technical training stud 

at Amarillo between April 196S and September 1967 attended th enta 
marital clinic. Their number exceeded the combined total f ethpre
obtaining counseling for all other re~sons. s O oae 
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chaplain, gathering people, searching for property, and spearheading 

negotiations for the church body so a service center could be opened 

and a civilian clergyman installed before the chaplain left on another 

assignment. 

Case 6. Charles s. made his presence known early in the pre

marital clinic as the chaplain was making the introductory remarks 

to the finance officer's presentation. Charles loudly observed 

I know all about you guys trying to talk us out of 
getting married because you say we don't have enough 
money. I used to live close to a base and ran around 
with fellows who had been to see the coamander and the 
chaplain. Well, they said they got tired of just running 
around with nothinz,Jeally to do. They got married and 
they are making it. 

Charles was talkative throughout the &eHiona, but became contemplative 

when the group discussed the reaponaibil-itiea of parenthood implicit in 

marriage. They observed that children, especially boys, consider their 

father the wisest and strongest person in the world and would pattern 

their lives after the father. After the clinic Charles asked for an 

appointment to discuss his own readiness for the responsibilities of 

75Thomaa A. Harris, Counseling ~Serviceman~ !H:!, Family 
(Englewood Cliffs, R. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), passim. 
The boredom of just waiting for something to happen as emphasized 
by Harris may be slightly overdrawn, since a large portion of the 
military jobs do offer some challenge, however, few military people 
have an all-consuming interest in their jobs. Although the Armed 
Forces emphasize the importance of military people b~come active 
in their community and its organizations, single or separated 
members usually find it difficult to step into COlll!llUDity projects 
and sometimes justifiably feel unwelcome. Boredom is a natural re
sult and fosters erratic behavior. 

-
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marriage and parenthood. He decided to -discuss postponing his 

wedding about a year. He thought his fiancee'a father ·would support 

his suggestion. 

Case 7. Sergeant Hobert D. took the chaplain aside as he came 

into the area on visitations. The sergeant was twenty-seven years old 

and very handsome. He said his problem was complicated. 

I came home one afternoon and the house was empty. 
My wife, Kathy, had left a note saying that she was 
taking our two boys to her parents, fifteen hundred 
miles away. That was three months ago. When I called 
her the next day she said that ever since I c·ame back 
from the tour in Europe and she became pregnant and 
had Sean, I really showed that 'I didn't know anything 
about women. Well, first l went to talk with my 
pastor. Be said she had seen him before she left but 
was not willing to reconsider her decision. He said 
I would just have to wait until she changes her own 
mind. She also told the pastor that she hates me 
because she thinks I don't care for her or the 
children. Then I decided to learn more about women. 
I got two books on sex. Then I called Kathy and told 
her I was willing to learn, but she said she didn't 
believe me. So I told her I was seeing another woman. 
It wasn't true, but I wanted to make her jealous. 
Well, Chaplain, in another month I was so lonely. I 
met this widow whose husband died about two years ago. 
It was just two lonely people. She has been spending 
two or three nights a week at my house for the last 
month. Now I've learned what t;hoae books said about 
sex. What should I do? I can't just leave Kathy and 
the boys. The other woman is getting serious and 
Kathy' a mother thinks the worse about everything. I 
can I t talk to my pas tor. Be doean' t know how it has 
been. I've had to go overseas twice without Kathy-
four years altogether. I always stayed true to her and 
now this happens. 

Hobert spent twelve aeasiona with the chaplain and the chaplain bad 

forty-five minute long distance telephone sessions with Kathy before 

Hobert left for another station. Be was going to try to .take Kathy 

and the boys along to the new aasigament. She was not sure she would 
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go along, but the two were beginning to communicate for the first time 

since the first blush of romantic love bad begun to wear off. They bad 

married without formal preparation or study and had never obtained 

competent marriage counseling together. Kathy was just beginning to 

understand that in counseling someone is helping the counselee work 

through his problems and that a family cri~is is not solved by trying 

to blame the failure on the partner nor by "teaching him a leBBon." 

Case 8. Mrs. H. was a twenty-seven year old wife of ~ sergeant. 

She related very matter-of-factly, "Pat and I are having sex problems 

and I went to see the doctor to find out what was wrong with me. He 

examined me and told me that you would be able to help Pat and me more 

than he can." The couple bad been married eleven years after a three

month courtship while she was working as a waitreBB about fifty miles 

from her parents' home. She bad been unhappy at home and had left twice 

before for aborter periods of time. Pat was stationed at a small site 
76 . 

and was very lonely. Mrs. H. related well, but Pat came for only one 

counseling aeBBion. "Our marriage couldn't be be~ter," he insisted. 

Subsequently Mrs. H got a job to get out of the house and let Pat take 

care of their three children part of the time. She no longer had time 

for counseling. Three months later Pat was aBBigned to Vietnam and 

within six weeks Mrs. H. was back saying, "Chaplain, I need help. My 

finances are a meBB. I don't know how to handle money, but I can't let 

761.andia and Landis, p. 166. They state that during times of 
military service men will experience the most lonely part of their 
lives, which is a factor encouraging many to marry. 
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Pat know because he would become furious. He is also moody in his 

letters and is suspicious of me. 11 The chaplain referred her to. the 

personal affairs office to get assistance in money management and 

budget planning. In another month Pat sent a letter to the chaplain 

explaining that his marriage was on the rocks and asked the chaplain 

to help him. It was the following month that Pat called the chaplain 

at two o'clock in the morning. 111 managed to get a TDY trip back with 

some leave time to see my family," he related. 111 came home to surprise 

her and she almost kicked me out of the house, so I gave her a piece 

of my mind. She ran out, got into the car and left." Pat decided that 

she would be back and they could come by the office in the morning. 

Nothing could be accomplished in a joint session. Pat's session produced 

little more than his pitiful, 111 don't know what 11 11 do without them. 

If it will not work out, I hope 1111 never come back from- Vietnam." 

Mrs. H. was wielding threats to cover her own frustrations and insecurity. 

Life was so miserable that Pat left by bus rather than plane for bis 

TDY duty so he would use up time traveling. Wilen be got back to 
I • 

Vietnam Pat sent bis wife .a.ome 111011ey he bad earned" working at the elub 

in extra duty time. She used it to clear up some of her debts. In 

another three months Mrs. B. was back saying 

I found out it cost me more to have the· children taken 
care of than I earned. I am staying at home but I met 
David and he has come to see me several times. We did 
not do anything wrong, but I think I'm beginning to love 
him, but I shouldn't. Bow do I stop iU 

After several counseling sessions Mrs. B. had decided to agree with 

Pat to go for counseling .to a competent professional when be came back 

for bis. next stateside tour. David was out of the picture and Pat and 
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his wife were both willing to try to rebuild their marriage after 

eleven years of comparative faJlure. 

Case 9. Sergeant and Mrs; C. came into the office on short notice. 

He was sullen and she was determined. She said their fight last night 

was their final one unless he saw the chaplain with her. Neither could 

relate calmly in the presence of the other, so the chaplain saw them 

separately twice per week for two months. By then he could sympathize 

with her and understand her a bit. Be began to relax more in her 

presence and did not need to be with the fellows so often. She found 

that although the couple bad three children, she was frigid and bad 

tumed her attention too much on the children without also being a good 

wife. He helpe~ her by taking a greater interest in the children. Be 

even found that they could get constructive help for the family in a 

religious atmosphere which was not aa legalistic and severe as his wife 

bad experienced in childhood. 

Case 10. Dale R. bad been overseas six months when he came to see 

the chaplain. 

My coamander won I t let me go home. Here. are some 
letters from my wife that will show you I just have 
to go back to fix my marriage up. She' a going out 
with a buddy I had and she will sue me for divorce. 
You can see this is an emergency. 

The chaplain explained that according to military regulation a divorce 

suit does not constitute an emergency for the man. They would need to 

find a way to do something constructive while he remained at the over

sea• atation. Dale tha revealed that they had not· planned· to be 

married until aix month• later, but wba be got hi• overaeaa aHipment 
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with only a month to report they decided to go ahead with the wedding 

before he left. She could continue to work until he came back and 

they would collect about a thousand dollars more pay through the 

ClaH "Q" Allotment. But neither one ever really felt married until 

now. 77 Dale could not stand to lose her. As a constructive program, 

Dale decided to study the meaning and design of marriage and the . 

potential joys it held for them. Dale would send his findings and the 

chaplain would write to Mrs. R. also to tell her of Dale's concern and 

encourage her to make a study with Dale. Mrs. B.. even agreed to make 

plans with her husband on how to begin their marriage upon his return, 

since they did not really get a start before he left. The chaplain 

dropped out of the picture actively after two months, but Dale had a 

cheerful word every time he iaw the cbapiain and regularly referred 

his friends to him. 

Case 11. Airman David T. could be called a recklessly determined 

young man who brought his young wife overseas without permiHion. When 

he convinced his com:aander that she had no place to stay in the states, 

the comnander granted him permiHion to live off base with her. David 

brought his wife to instructi~• so she could be confirmed before their 

baby was due to be born. They wanted to be together in the same church 

and have the baby baptized after bis birth. David' a work was highly 

771bid., p. 164. The authors note that when a couple must separate 
soon after their wedding they may not get that married feeling. They 
have not accustomed to married life or of thinking of each other as 
part of one another. The writer of this study sees them as not having 
achieved the fulnesa of "one flesh" in the emotional and adjustment 
sense of marriage. 
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praised by his supervisors and he was pr0ut0ted rapidly, but one day 

as he was riding to work on his motor scooter, their only means of 

transportation, it slipped and spilled him. Be got up, went to his 

station and completed his day's work. After dinner he suddenly 

became unconscious and died three hours later. The autopsy revealed 

internal injuries at the base of his skull. The young widow, who had 

been completely dependent on her husband, needed to make decisions 

about burial, her own return to the states, finding a home for herself 

and the baby, and covering her expenses. Personal Affairs officers, 

Air Force Aid Society, Bed Cross, family services, and David's home 

church and pastor all cooperated with the chaplain to help the young 

mother and her child return to·the states. 

Case 12. Major M. from the SAC alert forcaa sat down with the 

chaplain to eat lunch because he wanted to discuss one of his crew 

members. "It's hit us again," he began. 

It looks as though we have another marriage going down 
the drain. Bow true that this crew duty breaks up the 
homes! Mrs. B., my radar man's wife, called me a week 
ago to tell me of their troubles. Be's jumpy when he 
gets off one of these tours and won't take care of the 
things that have piled up whi~e he's been on the pad. 
She said she nagged him a bit and now he is apparently 
seeing another woman. I'm afraid to get mixed up in 
this because I have to depend on him on our miaaions. 
Can you take over if I send her to you! 

The case was resolved in a month because both could relate well and 

analyze their problems. Their marriage, however, still looked imnature 

to the chaplain as the crew left for action against· the military 

enemy. 
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A tabulation of the cases shows that a majority of them deal with 

marriage and the family. Chaplains' reports show that they do more 

family counseling than any other kind.78 Furthermore, counseling is 

reported to take the largest slice of their time. In the course of the 

counseling of the cases cited, the participants in Cases 7, 8, 9, 10, 

and 12 acknowledged that they were probably not ready for marriage when 

they undertook it. They did not have adequate counseling, they con

cluded, consequently they were unaware how devoted they would have to 

be to make their marriages permanent. They had not given much thought 
79 

where they could obtain adeqQ&te assistance. It is the contention 

of this writer that an understanding of human nature and the social 

sciences may aHia~ a counselor to serve the military members, but to 

work adequately with them as they build and improve their marriages, he 
·, 

needs to know and accept as practically useful the scriptural bases 

of the family. The entire function of the chaplain, then, becomes 
! 80 pastoral work in the strictest sense. From the· time the new recruits 

78 Jorgensen, pp. 267-274. Be cites Martin Scharlemann'a article, 
"The Military Chaplain as Counselor," in Pastoral Psychology. March, 
19S9. Jorgensen also reproduces a composite of Air Force chaplains' 
reports to substantiate the claim that counseling is the chaplains' 
moat time-consuming and demanding activity. Bia report and study 
further shows that marriage and family counseling occupy more of the 
chaplains' time than any other type. 

79 · Morris, Premarital, p. 180. He thinks that premarital counseling 
may be the moat important part of pastoral care because of its con
tinued significance in the lives of the people. 

80 · John R. C. Fritz, Pastoral Theology (Second edition, revised; 
~t. Louis: Concordia Publishing Bouse, 194S), pp. 172-173. Fritz con
siders preaching as the moat important duty of the pastor, but he 
contends that the pastor must always be a Seelsorger, looking after 
the welfare of each member. 'lbe chaplain fits his picture. 

• 
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arrive at the military station the chaplain can take an interest in 

them and keep the church with them when the civiiian clergy cannot be 

with them. The trainees frequently accept the chaplain and his 

ministry before that of the civilian because the chaplain belongs to 

their organizations, goes where they go, abides by the same regulations 

under which they work, experiences the same kind of family separation■ 

they go through, and, therefore, probably can understand them better. 

His competence and hi■ peoples' trust go hand in hand. He serves 

because his people need him to render the aeryice for which he has been 

called and coamiaaioned.81 Thia writer concludes that the chaplain is 

the pastor with a valid ministry to an unorganized, yet valid, 

congregation.82 

81Herbert T. Mayer, "God at Work in Christian Congregations," 
keynote address at the Lutheran Laymen's Intemational Convention in 
Lincoln, Nebraska, 1964 (n. p., n. d.) 1 passim. He maintains that 
the shape of organization of a worshiping and serving group does not 
determine whether it is the church. On page lS ·he states that "the 
function of forgiveness and koinonia can take plac~ apart from any 
tradition~l forms of the congregation." The writer contends that 
the chaplains 1 "congregation" perfoxm the functions of forgiveneH, 
love, worship, and service under the leadership of called and ordained 
pastors, chosen by the church at large through her representatives to 
the armed forces. 

82 ; 
The writer has reached his conclusion on the basis of the 

application of Scripture by theologians in which they outline the 
necessary functions of the church, the lack of specific organizational 
requirements in Scripture, and the theologians' concept of pastoral 
function. Acta 20:28 and l Peter S:l•S, as examples, indicate the 
love and care pastors should have for their members. The cases cited 
in this study show, in the opinion of the, writer, that the chaplains 
are, indeed, serving as shepherds under the great Shepherd, Jesus 
Christ •. 
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CHAPTER III 

SOME APPBOACHES to PBIMARITAL GUIDANCE 

Methods in Being 

Throughout history young people contemplating marriage have 

received advice a~d training from the older and more experienced 

so they may better fulfill their roles as they were accepted by 

thei~ society. As mentioned in chapter one, the husband-wife roles 

in American society are not wall defined. '?hey rest on traditions 

from many cultures throughout the world, modified radically by American 

industrialization, mobility, economics, and exposure to philosophies 

and behavior pattems foreign to each other. Churches and social 

agencies have become sufficiently concerned by the many marriage 

failures that they are interested in helping them survive the stresses. 

They are developing approaches to assis~ marriages in being and to 
·, 

help the people about to he married to prepare them.selves better for 

it.1 '?he approaches in this study are limited to ·thoae with descrip

tive literature and appear to thisfwriter to be basic in methods now 
I 

in use at military installations or seem to have validity and promise 

in the service environment. 

'?he first method to he considered is used and described .by J. 

ICenneth Morris. He helps a couple "evaluate their relationship in 

13. ICenneth Morris, Premarital Counseling: ! Manual 12£ Ministers 
(Englewood Cliifs, R. J.: Prentice-Ball, Inc., 1960), P• 39. 
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view of their approaching marriage and acquaints them with ways by 
2 

which they may build a happy and aucceaaful marriage," be· says. 

The help he gives is his prescription baaed .on his diagnosis of the 

particular need of the couple, hence he arranges for the premarital 

guidance to be given to couples individually and the number of sessions 

vary with the requirements of the couple. Be expects to have no leas 

than five sessions with each person. The meetinga·are: (1) an inter• 

view with the couple together, in which he diagnoses their needs; 

(2) at lease three sessions with each partner separately in which be 

deals with the problems they have; and (3) a final session with the 

3 couple together. Since sessions last between one and one-and-a-half 

hours each, the counselor spends a minimum of eight hours per couple. 

If they have special problems the cases take longer. 

Morris first acq"":ints the couple with the Declaration o~ 

Intention of the Episcopal Church and the declaration's implications 
4 for establishing a Christian marriage as opposed to an ordinary union. 

In normal discussions be touches on maturity, frustrations, tolerance, 

understanding, love, husband-wife roles, minister~counselor roles, 

expectations of the couple, the church's intereat _in the marriage, 

the God-church-state-couple relationship, and marriage as a mystical 

union.5 

2 ~-. P• 1S. 

3 ~-- P• 19. 

4 ~-- PP• 29-61, 2aaaim. 

s Ibid., PP• 72-86. 

■ 
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He extends the time for counseling when the couple has a special 

need or is being married under special circumstances. The circuma tances 

include having a physical handicap, the couple being forced into 

7 
ma~riage, widows and widowers, those with wide age differences, and those 

of different nationality, socio-economic strata, or religion.6 In certain 

instances he advises persons with one or more of the special circumstances 

against marrying each other. Morris gives clues to the manner he handles 

given cases, which, in the opinion and experience of this writer, may not 

always be the only or even the best method of handling the problem. As 

an example, when he deals with the cases of pregnant girls he (1) gives 

extended counseling including the parents, (2) tries to have the parents 

accept the situation as it is, and (3) have parents support the marriage. 

The writer's question is why Morris does not point out the high failure 

rate of marriage apparently contracted because o~ pregnancy and propose 

examining alternative solutions to the problem besides marriage. _Agency

adoptive plans are not suggested by him, even when the couple is very 

young and does not show good siglia of emotional readinesa for marriage. 

Normal guidance, according to Morris' plan, includes discussions 
. 7 

concerning the needs of the individuals within a marriage, such as 

safety, security, love, esteem, self-acceptance, adequacy, and self

actualization. Be deals with the difficult arQas of adjuatment8 mentioned 

by other students. Be includes finances, social and recreational 

6 
Ibid., PP• 97-126. 

7 Ibid., P• 127. 

8!la£.!l. 1 PP• 142•159. 
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activities, in-law relationships, relisious activities, mutual friends, 

and sex relations. Be acknowledses the prominence of the subject of 

sex in our society and advises that the minister prepare himself to 

discuss the subject competently with the youns people.9 He concludes 

that the minister is in a position to contribute a sreat deal to the 

marital happiness of the new couple,10 and~• thereby fulfillins one 
11 

of the moat important, if not the moat important pastoral function. 

Stewart proposes a plan which is leas structured. in the number of 

sessions or study material. Be places more emphasis on uains teats 

and inventories to determine the needs of the couple. His proposed 
·, 

topics for person-centered teaching of marriage comprehension include 
12 

the physical, economic, paycholog!cal, and religious sides of marriage. 

He demonstrates that he poaseasesl the. high deiree of knowledge and 

skill to make his approach successful. ~y one using his plan, would, 

li~wise, need a background of considerable trainins and knowledge. 

Hine produced a •nual, Grounds for Marriage, and a companion, 

Your Wedding Workbook, which outline a twelve-week preparation and 

13 planning schedule. Be includes happiness predi~tion teats and fonas 

9Ibid., pp. 160-174. 

lOibid., PP• 180-182. 
11 

Ibid., p. 180. 

12Charlea William Stewart, Ih!. Minister.!! Marriage Counselor 
(New York: Abingdon Press. 1961), pp. 50-59. 

13 
James B.. Hine, Grounds 121: Marriage (Third edition; Danville, 

Ill.: Interstate Printers and Publishers. Inc., for McKinley 
Foundation, Champaign,. Ill.. 1963) • Tbe companion book is: . Natalia 
Beltins and James B.. Hine, Igy£ Wedding Workbook (Third edition; 
Champaign. Ill.: McKinley Foundation, published by The Interstate 
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which he aaya may be used either by the couple alone or with a counselor. 

Hia manuals contain helps ao that the couple may foxmulate •pecific 

plans for their wedding and for setting up their household. Bia plan 

provides for aix premarital meetings and one follow-up meeting with the 

clergyman. Be deals with mutuality an4 ·differences in opinions and 

attitudes, comparison of the couple's personality traits, aex knowledge, 

facing facts of re~igion in marriage. the wedding pra~tice, and the 

final interview with the clergyman. Be baa an extremely detailed out

line for the planning of the wedding ceremony itself but much leas 

material for the study of the purpose of marriage and guidance for 

developing harmony in marriage than the other authors cited. 

Granger Westberg preaenta a more elaatJc approach to premarital 

guidance which may develop into group study rather than individu~l 
·, 

14 
counseling. His second chapter introduces a rather simple inventory 

which he intends aa a helpful guide to the counselor as well aa a 
. I . 

stimulus to the thinking of the yoµng people. His entire approach 

ia simplified so that a minister not particularly sophisticated in. 

Printers and Publishers, Inc., Danville, Ill., 1963). These ma~uala 
are designed to be used by the couple and the ~lergyman or by the couple. 
alone if they obtain assistance in interpreting tbeir test reaulta. 
It is noted by the writer of this theaia that the manuals by Morris 
and Stewart are intended to guide the clergyman or counselor, wqo, 
in turn, guide the couple. The programs do not pr.ovi~e the participants 
a volume which they can·work with in their study, to write in infozma
tion and observations. 

14 Granger E. Westberg, Premarital Counseling (New York: Department 
of Family Life Division of Christian Edu~ation of th• National Council 
of Churches of Christ in the U. s. A., 1958), paaaim. Also Gra~ger B, 
Westberg, Premarital Counseling Guide· (Philadelphia: Fortr••• Preas, 
n.d.) 1 pasaim. 
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counseling training may operate the program. Westberg proposes that 

the young people from neighboring churches ~ght be brought to_gether 

so that they might have a richer experience during their marriage 

preparation. Although he proposes the. four sesaion "Preparation for 

Marriage" course of the Planned Parenthood Asaociation of Chicago, 

Illinois, Westberg is more casual in his approach to what is to be 

contained in the course or how it is to be covered. Bia plan allows 

(1) exchange of ideas among the young people who would be attending 

the sessions; (2) wider experience range and more specialized knowledge 

by introducing professionals ~rom other associated disciplines in the 

community, such as physicians, teachers, and econamiata; and (3) addi• 

tional opportunity for couples to pursue privately what has been suggested 

for study in the public sessions, hence a more intense concentration 

on the •~gnificance of marriage to the community as well as to the 

couple in particular. Westberg warns against giving the couples "talks" 

during the private aesaions and against "sermonizing" in the group 

meetings. Ria primary emphasis is on group dynamics and exchange. Be 

has cautions about the size of the group so that the more timid will be 

encouraged to take part in the exchanges and become intimately involved 

in the learning procesa. Be sets the maximum at sixteen participants_. 

Westberg'• approach would lend itself ·to a family life education 

program within a church or to a program within a youth education 

program. so that also those could be involved who· are not imminent],y 

planning marriage. The participants could, ~hereby, begin earlier ·co 

_plan wisely for the proper time for their marriage and, perhaps, choose 

a marriage partner with compatible ideals and goals to those they hold. 
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A danger in Westberg' a approach ia that the needs of aome young• 

people may go unrecognized by the leaa carefully trained coordinator 

even if the participants complet~d their inventories. To minimize 

the danger the coordinator could share the reaulta of the inventories 

with hia profeaaional leaders with the caution that they would divulge 

no confidences • . Westberg further suggests that the couples still 

individually speak to the minister and work through the areas vital 

to their marital understanding and happiness. 

Hulme suggests that the Boman Catholic pre•Cana plan may profitably 

be studied by others also. 15 Because each diocese is free to develop 

its own program, variations will appear from place to place. The 

considered needs of the people, the competence of the leaders, and 

the number of persona participating will vary the presentations to 

a degree •. Some of the materials are &'tandard, but· guides are p'roduced 

locally. Non-ecclesiastical leaders .alao obtain pamphlets, charts·, 

and booklets from educational institutions, government agencies, and 

commercial organizations. The plans ,,bich the writer has examin~cl are 

tho~e of the Archdiocese of St. Louis ancl some Air Force programs 

16 
· connected with Cana conferences. 

15w1111am· E. "Hulme, lb!. Pastoral~.!!! Families .(New York: 
Abingdon Presa, 1962.), p·. S9. 

16John A. O'·Brien, :B!l!J?z.Marriage (London: W. H. Allen:, _ 195~). 
p •. 79. He dates the origin of the Cana conferences to a meeting of 
·twenty-seven couples iii St. Lou:i.a ift 1944. Re does not deacr-ibe the 
pre-Cana conferences :Ln detail. On p •. 81 be •~resae~ the importance 
ca·f tho COn"faHnoH H follow11 11A po:Ln11:ak:Ln1, atudy, extended over 
many years, of c•uses of marriage failure had deepened our conviction 
that more than 2·00.,000 clivorc•• c~lcl be prevented each year through 
such careful and intelligent preparation for the moat ••rioua ancl fat•• 
ful step which a young person: can take in 411- his ·11fe. 11 

I 
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In the St. Louis archdiocese each parish selects two host couples 

for each series of meetings. 'lhese hosts are to be present for every 

session, to be familiar with all of the material and property used. 

'lhey assure that ·the materials are distributed or exhibited ~nd that 

properties are in place. 'lhey greet the participants as they arrive 

and register them and issue certificates at the completion of the 

series. 'lhey open the meetings, introduce the speakers, and handle 

17 the question box. 'lhe series for which the couple serves has 

18 five sessions which include the following presentations: (1) a 

priest speaking on canon law, .(2) a lawyer on civil law and a home 

economist discussing family finances, (3) a married couple leading 

a discussion on harmony in marriage, (4) a physician presenting an 

approach to the physiology of marriage, and (S) a priest on the sanctity 

of marriage. 19 

'lhe materials which the leaders provide for the participants 

indicate what they consider important for the prospective bride and 

groom and the material indicates the direction and emphasis of the 

presentation. In conjunction with the presentations in St. Louis tlie 

17Robert F. Xaletta, "Information Sheet for Host Couples, 
Pre-Cana Conferences Archdiocese of St. Louis" (n. p., n. d.), 
mimeographed. 

18Robert F. Xaletta, "General Information Sheet, Pre-Cana 
Conference Archdiocese of St. Louis" (n. p., n. d.), mimeographed, 
single sheet. 

19 "Organization and Procedures for Pre-Cana Conferences, 
Archdiocese of St. Louis" (n. p., n. d.), two pages, lithographed. 
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priests. make available "Engagement., nfO "The Canon Law of Marriage, 1121 

"Make Your Home a Little House of God,"22 "How Husbands Fail in 
23 24 . Marriage," "How Wives Fail in Maf riage, 11 and Beginning 12!!£ 

2S 1 

}larriage. The lawyer's outline aeals with home, d~ath, insurance, 

26 adoption, purchases other than home, bankruptcy, and general principles. 

The home economist appears on the same evening and follows the outline 
27 of "The Economics of Marriage" and she makes available a folder from 

20 
Irving DeBlanc, "Engagement" (Washington, D. c.: Family Life 

Bureau, 1961), pp. 1·48. It expresses the purpose of engagement as 
preparatory to marriage. 

2111The Canon Law of Marriage" (n. p., April, 196S), two pages 
lithographed. It lists Canon taw, Marriage, Pre-nuptial Investigation, 
the Indissolubility of Marriage, and Marriage and Morality as topics 
for discussion • . 

22
ic. Eberhard, "Make Your Home a Little House of Godil (Liguori, 

Missouri: Liguorian-Queen's Work Pamphlets, 1966), pp. 1•24. 

23D. F. Miller, "How Husbands Fail in Marriage" (Liguori, 
Missouri: Liguorian•Queen's Work Pamphlet~, 1966), pp. 1-24. 

24 
D. F. Miller, "How Wives Fail in Marriage" (Liguori, Missouri: 

Liguorian-Queen'a Work .Pamphlets, 1966), pp. 1·24. 

2'Michael Schiltz~!!, Beginning~ Marriage (Eighth printing, 
Revised edition; Chicago: Delaney Publications, 1960), pp. 1·112. Thia 
work has brief treatments of goals, history, adjustments, roles, love, 
applicable laws, sex life, and special problems in marriage. The 
authors effectively outline much of the c9nference material so that 
the participants can look ahead to what will be on the program and pre• 
pare for its di•cuasion. They can, of course, also review and recall 
materials which have been presented • 

. 26111.awyers Pre-Cana Outline" (n. p., n. d.) two pages, lithographed. 
It lists an exhibit of a Lease, Earnest Money Contract, Title (abstract), 
Closing Statement, Deed of Trust and Note, Warranty deed, Will, Chattel 
Mortgage and Note (automobile and other), SUDlllOns, and Subpoena. 

27jeanne o. Dean and Ollyne Jeffrie■, "'lh• Bconomic■ of Harriaa•" 
(n. p., n. d.) two pap■ lithographed. 
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the University of Missouri with th~ following material enclosed: 

Personal Money Management, 28 "Ways to Manage Your Money,1129 "How 

to be a Better Shopper,1130 "Our Household Inventory1
1131 "Our Valuable 

32 33 Papers," and "Unemployment Insurance." The married couple speaks 

of maturity as it applies intellectually, emotionally, socially, 

34 physically, economically, and spiritually. Physicians, without a 

standard handout, discuss male and female differences anatomically 

28 Personal Money Management (The American Bankers Association, 
1962), pp. 1-S8. It touches on almost all aspects of the use of 
money for the family. It is simply written. • 

291.ouise Young, "Ways to Manage Your Money" (Madison, Wisconsin: 
University of Wisconsin, College of Agriculture in cooperation with 
the U. s. Department of Agriculture, 19S9), pp. 1-8. Thia pamphlet 
provides a good form for maintaining a record of what is spent. 

30 "How to be a Better Shopper" (Cincinnati, Ohio: Sperry and 
Hutchinson Company, n. d.), pp. 1-12. It contains tips on what, 
where, and how to buy the family's needs. 

3~ry Johnson and Louise Woodruff, "Our Hou~ehold Inventory" 
((l:olumbia, ~iasour:(l: University of HiBBouri in .cooperation with 
the U. s. Department of Agriculture, 1,s9)1 pp. 1-20. Thia is a. 
book of forms so that the householder may list everything he pu~hasea 
or owns for the five year period. · 

3~ry L. Johnson and Louise Woodruff, "Our Valuable Papers" 
(Columbia, HiBBouri: University of MiBBouri in cooperation with the 
u •. s. Department of Agriculture, n. d.). pp. 1-8. It provides for 
a listing of all of the family's valuable papers and a record of 
where the family keeps them. 

33w.BBouri Division of Employment Security, "Unemployment 
Insurance" (n. p., n. d.). The tract liata the rights and respon
sibilities of workers in supporting and collecting unemployment 
program benefits. 

34:Robert F. Kaletta, "Informatio~ Sheet for Host Couples" Pre
Cana Conferences Archdiocese of St. Louis, n. d. 
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and emotionally. They speak on sexual intercourse with its functions 

35 and considerations, on contraception, and on fidelity. 

The pre-Cana plan uses professionals within their own fields-. All , 

of the leaders serve without pay on a volunteer basis, thereby assuring 

that only the genuinely interested professionals will be leaders. The 

leaders do not have completely set pre~entations, but they explore 

problems and help find suggestions and solutions to the problems which 

they believe the couple will face. Even their method is indicative of 

the approach which the couple may use after they are married and face 

a problem. Within the setting of the church the prospective bride and 

groom see people who are interested in them and their future. They see 

their fellow-church members contributing their time and knowledge to 

help them build a durable foundation for future happiness. Such pre

Cana experience encourages them to make a very serious effort to make 

their marriage succeed and it will cause them to be inclined to look to 

the church for assistance when they encounter serious problems in their 

marriage. 

Common Elements of the Methods 

A strong teaching element is evident in all of the methods which 

were investigated. The authors consider the imparting of knowledge as 

preventive therapy because they have determined that many marriages 

35cUfforci R. ICaskie, Richard I. c. Mucherman, and Joseph M. 
Krebs, "Sex Problems: Marriage Counseling" (n. p., n. d.), PP• 1-4. 
Lithographed with bibliography. · 
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fail because the partners are not equipped with the lmowledge to 

deal with their problems, they do not have a clear picture of a 

workable marriage in their circumstances, and durin8 the teaching 

aeaaiona the couple can be motiva.,ted to resolve that their marriage 

will succeed. The couples are probably receptive to the education 

because they feel inadequately prepared to undertake the monumental 

step into matrimony, they do not ! ant to fail, they feel that the 

picture of the family in t~air parental homes will not adequately 

answer the needs and demands of their own marriage. The scope of 

the material varies, but the overtones are that the couple should 

leam to communicate with each other ao that they can recognize their 

problem areas and can find mutually acceptable solutions. _Handling 

finances invariably appears in the curriculmn. The couple ia asked 

to compare their religious and ethical values and strive for harmony. 

All authors, likewise, stress the importance of understanding their 

partner sexually and of working towards a ,exual -harmony between them. 

Counseling seems to be a mia~omer for the activity, even when 

the leader ta'lala them aa couples, if counseling :I.a thought of in the 

client-centered or non-directive sense. Bach leader baa a body of 

information which ha wants to impart. Of the authors noted, Stewart 

ia moat directly guided by what hia _teating baa indicated the needs of 

the couple tp be. Yet Stewart would agree with Morris and Hine that 

the couples do not know what their needs are. 

Dialog or· group dynamics serve as ·the vehicle of communication. 

Hone of them recommend a lecture method of presentation. The author■ 
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would capitalize on the Joy of discovery and the aatiafaction of 

ap-eement on findings. 

The goals of all of the exponents are to help the couple discover 

the things they have in cODmOn an~ use them as binding forces, to 

expect differences and to use divergence of opinion to enrich their 

understanding so that they can reach mutually acceptable ways of 

dealing with their problems. s1nJe marriages grow from within, but 

also with the assistance of outside persona and forces, the partner• 

are encouraged to seek competent help when conflicts become severe. 

The value of the friendship of peers is pointed out so they may have 

adequate social outlets and they are encouraged to associate also 

with those whom they may see aa example• in aome reapecta. The 

directors wish to have their counseleea. strive for permanence in their 

marriage and to regard· divorce as a leas d•airable solution to even 

severe problems. Unity is not seen as an unattainable goal if the 

couple will use their own and society's resources. 

Differences Between the Approaches 

The first difference is the number of people who become involved. 

From the leadership position, the minister is usually the only person 

who deals with the couple unleaa a serious problem ia discovered and 

the couple is referred to another profeaaional. Be must b·e perceptive 

enough to see the couple's needs. Be must aiso be resourceful enougn 

to guide them to the information which theY. need. Be must ~e sufficiently 

infonaed to lead them to diacover eatiefactory an■ware to problema rai■ed 
' 

'b1' tha ■\ll'l'OUndtnp in vhtch they vUl live. Limitation of people from 
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the standpoint of participants is· very definite. With Hine'a method 

the clergyman may spend seven hours with e•ch couple, including pre

paration for the ceremony. Morris would spend upwards of eight hours 

with each couple. It would become physically impossible for the 

clergyman who has other duties to prepare many couples for marriage. 

Conversely, he would become very well acquainted with each couple he 

had dealt with and could be of valuable assistance to the couple later 

on. And his total time with any one couple would normally be leas 

than a counselor spends with a couple when he tries to salvage a 

marriage which baa not developed properly. 

A second difference is the amount of talent he places at the 

disposal of the couples. In the group sessions the participants can 

confidently discuss their questions because they are, presumably, 

dealing with a person versed specifically in the area he is covering. 

The couples who have the various professionals working with them in 

marriage preparation will have a tendency to search those professionals 

out in the future when they encounter circumstances which deal with 

questions in the area in which the professional is qualified. If the 

group meetings are church sponsored; participants will be given the 
. 

impression of harmony within the church for the benefit of her members. 

Thus the service to the people is broader in scope and more direct 

focus. 

A third difference is the opportunity for interchange-of ideas 

among peers. The couple may discuss their questions with the leader, 

but they will not have the freshness of discovery with others ·seeking 
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answers to the same _questions they are pursuing. Hine'• workbook 

assigns readings so that the couple may have subject matter to. discuss. 

Observation on the materials would necessarily be l~ite~ to what the 

prescribed materials contain and the experience and knowledge of the 

couple and their leader. An uncontrolled group discussion could, on 

the other band, degenerate into a pooling of ignorance unless gµided 

and controlled by a knowledgable leader. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE BAND0M .SAMPLING 

The writer sent questionnaires for a random ~ampling to the 
1 . 

continentally-based Lutheran "working'' military chaplains and to 

the responsible chaplain at every Air Training Command ·base to 

(1) get a picture of the type ·of premarital education and emotional 

preparation the chaplains were offering; (2) obtain samples o·f 

materials they had developed for their own programs; (3) see how 

much time they gave the young people; (4) find out what grouping 

they arranged for their participants; (5) determi~e to what extent 

they used other _profesaionals directly and by referral; ('6) see 

what literature they were giving participants, making available to 

them, or reconmending ·for their use; (7) get an idea whetb~r their 

programs offered the possibilities for group interaction; (8) s~e 

whether people are responding to their· program; and (9) what: goals. 

they wish to have their young people achieve. Tl,le r.eturns were intended 

to be helpful in planning and building programs at other military 

installations. The findings are supplemented in this study by the 

experience gained by the writer through~ (1) his own individu~l 

marriage and family cQUDseling in the military; (~) a program of 

individual premarital counseling; (3) development of an on-base clinic 

lne term "worlcing" chaplains i •s to idendfy those chaplains 
whose work is dealing with people rather than performing administra• 
tive functions or supervising other chaplains. 
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which he operated for three years at a major inatallation1 (4) conducting 

off-base premarital seminars and seminars and family retreat&i and 

through (S) the assistance he has obtained from other chaplains, 

sociologists, paychiatriata1 physicians, legal officers, social workers, 

and theologians in referral caaea and personal contacts. 

The survey did not yield satisfactorily interpretable results on: 

(1) the reasons chaplains gave as much or aa little guidance aa their 

programs ahowedi (2) what changes they would like to make in content, 

approach, depth, or breadth of their program; (3) why they had not made 

such changes; (4) their own evaluation of how adequately their program 

met the needs of their people; (S) whether the chaplains of certain 

kinda of installations or those within a given coamand followed distinct 

pattema or trends; (6) whether the returns were proportionately 

representative of the programs in beingi (7) how extensive unique 

programs are which have been set up because of specific or peculiar 

needs at installations or conditions created by environment; (8) how 

satisfactory they considered their method "of detezmining the marital 

readiness of their couples to be; or (9) how they' dealt with persona 

they did not consider either ready for marriage or thought tliem to be 

good marriage risks. · 

A statistical weakneaa which the sampling may have ia that a 
2 

single program could have been reported by two different chaplains 

2 
The writer expected that if a base-wide program was in being, the 

responsible chaplain only would report the program. The prediction was 
accurate in two cases when more than one chaplain from an installation 
responded with a combined report. It ia possible that in acme instances 
they could have sent in separate reports without the writer being aware 
of it happening since he did not require that the chaplains sign their 
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because the returnea questionnaires were identifiable only if the 

chaplains chose to sign their returned questionnaire. 

The majority of chaplains who responded reported that they did 

not have an instailation-wide program.3 Twenty-seven of the fifty

two who reported working alone4 stated that they worked with indi• 

viduala as well as with couples. An implication might be that the 

chaplains served other persona in addition to those whose marriages 

they were asked to perform. The chaplains who worked with c_ouplea 

only, the writer assumes, dealt only with those who had definite wedding 

plans and were coming to the chaplain for specific assistance, which 

might include his performing their ceremony. The amount of time these 

questionnaires or identify them. The reason the writer did not 
necessarily limit the number of questionnaires to one per installation 
is that (1) he wished to give every Lutheran chaplain the opportunity 
to reply, and (2) several programs could be operative on a base, which 
would be the case if each chaplain aim.ply served the people· who came 
to him. 

3 . 
The reader will be able to verify the information which is 

contained in the body of this chapter and, possibly, glean additional 
information from the illustration of materials and the tabulations 
of the returns. Illustration 1 is a copy of the letter which the 
writer sent to the chaplains. A copy of the two-page questionnaire 
is given in Illustrations 2 and 3. Illustration 4 is a numerical 
tabulation of the answers to Par.t I of the questionnaire. The tabula
tion of the responses to the questions in Part III of the questionnaire 
is presented in Illustrations 5 and 6. 

4of the chaplains responding to the sampling eighty-two provide 
some guidance for their people. Three stipulated that they work only 
with those whose weddings they perform. Fifty-two have no other 
arrangement for serving their people than to take them as individuals 
or couples. Thia group spends between ten minutes and ten hours per 
person or per couple. Twenty-eight chaplains reported having clinics, 
seminars, or marriage education classes in which they are assisted by 
other prof~asionala, the physicians being used moat extensively. The 
clinics are distributed as follows in the services: Air Force, nineteen; 
Army, two; Marines, one; Havy, two; and four clinics were not identified• 
by service. 
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chaplains reportedly spent with the couple varied from ten minutes to 

ten hours. Twenty men stated that they varied the time per couple or 

individual according to need, while one chaplain volunteered that he 

determined the need through the uae of testing devices. Three chaplains 

reported that they used the Pre-Marital Counseling~ by Granger 

Westberg, but did not indicate how they implemented their findings, 

whether they used the tests as discussion guides, factors to determine 

a couple's readiness for marriage, or mutual compatibility. Eleven 

other chaplains who' stated that they varied their time listed at least 

one book in their bibliography, which could mean that they discussed 

some of the contents of the works and, thereby determined how ready 

their counseleea were for marriage. Four of the men indicated that 

they used Pre-Marital Counseling-~ which they obtained from 

Concordia Publishing Bouse. It would be the judgment of this writer, 

however, that even if the chaplains used supporting materials wisely, 
. 

the thirteen chaplains who gave their people leas than two hours of 

time could hardly have met the minimal needs of the couple in assuring 

that they had an adequate understanding of what marriage is and how they 

can make it work. The exceptions for whom a abort time could be adequate 

would be those who have made extensive studies of family living, perhaps 

in marriage courses in school. However the writer has found that those 

people who have studied marriage, were never satisfied with a brief 

treatment. They .wanted to be assured that their interpretations of the 

theories were workable for them. They may have been insistent because 

they were normally more aware of marria&e failure rate• and more cognbant 

of the family problems wtiich multipiied tale marriage• failed, 
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Other professionals were used by fifty-five of the chaplains. 

~enty-seven gave no indication that they ever referred premarital 

couples to ~nother professional. They apparently tried to give all 

of the information themselves or left the couple to their own devices 

to determine that they needed additional help and then to go about 

finding such help. In this connection the writer points to his own 

experience that the military pattern is to use specialists to staff 

problems. Normally it is considered highly irregular for a person to 

render an opinion in a field which is rightfully the specialty of another 

professional. The chaplain would have no defense if he ever gave advice 

which would be related to either medicine or law and his advice ·proved 

faulty. The military services provide profesaionals ao that they might 

be available when needed and the chaplain can use their services when

ever he needs them. 

Not all chaplains who used other pro~essionala, perhaps by 

referral, were satisfied with the product of their combined work. One 

chaplain appende~ a note to his questionnaire which read in part: 

I feel couples come with their minds made up about each 
other and about marriage •••• I also feel that 
iumature couples or individuals are the problems, that 
these problems should be dealt with by group therapy 
AFrEll marriage. • • . 5 

Although the writer of this thesis deals extensively with couples who 

experience problems in their marriage, he does not usually place them 

into therapeutic. groups. If their adjustment problems are minor they 

may find help in a study group, but the more severe. problems ·take much 

s The chaplain who attached the coament did not identify himself. 
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time, perhaps forty to eighty hours of work, even when dealt with 

individually. This study also notes that the chaplain who appended 

his coaanent to his questionnaire does not use group study to prepare 

the couple·s for marriage. As a postscript the writer of this thesis 

may observe that group study and comnents from peers have been more 

effective in dissuading imnature couples from imaiediate marriage than 

private sessions without the group interaction. 

Twenty-eight chaplains reported that they participated in 

installation-wide clinics, seminars, or premarital schools. Three 

stated that they were working on plans for opening a clinic and one 

chaplain asked for specific suggestions for getting a p~ogram going. 

Those who had a base-wide program in operation supplied a variety 

of base-produced materials in addition to listing those publications 

which are commercially produced. Many Air Force handouts resembled 

materials which originated from the Boss Foundation for Mental Health, 

where Air Fo~ce chaplains have participated in seminars on counseling 

in human factors. Other program materials were similar to each oth~r, 

possibly through the interchange of ideas within commands, at chaplains' 

conferences, professional development conferences, or though newsletters 

at various levels. Generally the materials followed the pattern offered 

in pre-Cana conferences of the Boman Catholic Church with the exceptions 

that the chaplains (1) considered money matters more concretely, (2) 

had some references to the problems of sep•ration, 6 (3) had less material 

6naniel B. Jorgensen, Air Force Chaplains Qlashiuston, D. C.: U. S. 
Govel'irinent Printing Office, n. d.) 1 PP• 274-278. Ile identifia1 1eparation 
and financial c~i••• •• the chief difficultia■ which brins ■ervice per• 
aonne1 io the chaplain for help. 
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dealing with the purposes of marriage, (4) more references to longer 

works on sex in marriage, and (S) with only six exceptions, no material on 

the Creator's design for marriage or even quotations of Ria institution 

of marriage. the last observation may be related to the difficulty moat 

chaplains had pointing to any part of their program which helped fit the 

couples for their family contributing to the welfare of society. The 

seminars and clinics did have time alloted for the discussion of religion 

in marriage, but the material did not preclude a conclusion that the 

discussions may not amount to anything besides a decision that the 

couples should agree on religion, get help from it when they are in 

trouble, adopt one so that their children can identify with it, and 

benefit from the association with the ethically good people who normally 

practice a form of religion. 

Similarities of militarily produced materials to pre-Cana handouts 
7 

are emphases on budgeting, credit ~uying, and borrowing. The rather 

liberal handout of material produced by universities in connection with 

governmental agencies and th~t produced by COlllll8rcial concerns has not 

been imitated by the military. It would, of course, be precarious for 

the military organizations or individuals to accept gifts from a corpor

ation or commercial concern. the literature available on the pre-Cana 

conferences did not state a typical or maximum desirable size for the 

conferences, therefore, this writer would presume that the number is not 

7Edward L. Schneider, "Pre-Marital Guidance Notebook and Family 
Responsibility Discussion Guide" (Amarillo Air Poree Base, Texas: n. P•• 
1967) 1 PP• 2-S. 
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carefully controlled and may be sizable at times to warrant the time 

the professionals would donate to it. The military clinics seem, 

therefore, to resemble them more than the proposals made by Westberg.8 

Twenty-two o.f the military clinics showed an average attendance of 

over sixteen persona, while only six chaplains reported operating them 

with sixteen or less persons in attendance. Seven of the clinics had 

enrollments of over a hundred while one clinic had more than five hundred 

enrolles. Again the writer would observe that those programs which 

enrolled more than thirty people eliminated nearly all of the group 

interaction and leaming unless they had an adequate method for dividing 

the group into &1naller sections for discussion after a lecture of 

similar presentation. Again if the group leaders were not well versed 

in the particular area under consideration, the participants had a 

tendency to think they were "cheated" out of adequate guidance and 

often, in fact, accomplished very little constructive thinking. 

The moat popular clinic had four aeHiona, l'aating from one hour 

to one-and-a-half hours each with the chaplain acting as the moderator 

and coordinator. Since there was no sequence of presentations which 

seemed typical, the writer shall take them in arbitrary order. One 

session is devoted , to financial considerations, which may include: 

8Granger Westberg, Premarital Counseling (New York: Department of 
Family Life Division of Christian ,Education, National Council of Churches 
of Christ in the U, s. A., 19S8), p. 18. He contends, "The maximum 
number really ought not be more than six to ten couples. Whenever more 
than twenty people are in attendance the more timid ones have real _ 
difficdlt1 entetin1 into t:hd dt,au•aio~~••nd f i ~Cie£,•ciin in the di•• 
aussiol\s is what t• required for ao.y real obange to oaaur within any 
indtvtdua1. 11 • 

1 
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Cl) a review of the military pay which the members draw; (2) entitle· 

menta upon their marriage; (3) how to activate the new entitlements; 

(4) how long it would take before the family would actually receive 

benefits; (S) some thoughts on living costs and how to go about setting 

up a budget; (6) dangers of credit buying as they relate specifically 

to those of minor age and those who are subject to being transferred; 

(7) costs of borrowing; and (8) the military view of financial responsi• 

bility. The same session may have the consideration of personal affairs 

in which discussions center on: (l) agencies the family contact within 

the military organization to get help and where they can give assistance 

to others; (2) what to do to keep their personnel records current with 

their positions and their family's needs; (3) survivor benefits and 

assistance given families when a military member dies while on active 

duty; (4) raising the question of the kind of insurance they may need 

to supplement government benefits; and (S) assistance available to them 

on change of station. A part of the preceding discussion may fall into 

the material covered by the legal officer·, who would also diacuaa: 

(1) the legal force of contracts; (2) the function of powers of attorney 

and wills; (3) the legal service available to the military member and 

his family within the military organization; and (4) a reminder that 

if a buainea&111&n baa a deal which he claims is too good to have the 

military member take the time to let the legal officer examine it, then 

the contract is unsafe for him to sign. 

The physician may have his discuaaion in the same seaaion with any 

of· the specialists named before. Be concentrates on helping the persona 

understand the phyaical-~tional make up of the typical male and the 
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tYPical female. He answers questions on the significance of medical 

examinations and of medical care. The doc·tor describes problems which 

are conmon to early marriage, such as cystitis, which may become the 

basis for serious illness later on. Medical care, how to obtain it, 

and a listing of the care which is not offered the family are normally 

.a part of the physician's information. The physician's discussion of 

the reproductive process and family planning invites much discussion 

in moat marriage clinics. 

The key role of the clinic is played by the chaplain, who discusses 

the family structure in society as God intends it. There is usually 

insufficient time to pursue, as far as the young would like, the 

thoughts of the headship of the husband and the supportive role of 

his wife in their love relationship. The writer, in his clinics, pro

ceeds to a discussion on how each couple should identify their ideals 

and set their goals so they may give combined service. The conclusion 

of the discussion on setting goals is. the writer's signal to use Wayne 

9 Oates' Marriage Counseling fil to promote the discussions about 

proceeding from the engagement into the marriage, making adjustments in 

marriage, coping with separations in military marriages, the psycho

logical and spiritual benefits ofisex in marriage, .and, finally, maturing 

in marriage. The last topic includes family responsibilities in 

9 
Wayne E. Oates, Marriage Counseling~ (Hollywood, Calif.: 

Family Films, 1961). The writer is joined by two other chaplains who 
reported using the films to stimulate thinking and discussion. It 
has proved a very effective means, since all present become acquainted 
with the text as opposed to only the few who would complete a reading 
aasigament in advance of a diacu&&ion. 
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training children by example, which leads quite naturally into a 

discussion which prompts the members of the group to assess their own 

~eadiness for marriage from a viewpoint few have considered previously.10 

From the outline of what may be considered a typical clinic the 

study will turn briefly to a unique arrangement which has been designed 

to meet a highly specialized requirement. Chaplain David Plank has 

developed a program which he operates once per year aboard the aircraft 

carrier U. S. s. Hancock while she is out to sea. He brings ten famous 

persons to the clinic via tape recorded messages prepared for the -men 

aboard the Hancock. The syllabus he prepared for the 1967 program .. 
indicated that he had five evening sessions which dealt with the 

following subjects: (1) Preparing for Marriage, (2) Factors Important 
. . 

to Success and Happiness in Marriage, (3) S~x Sense and Pre-Marital 

Counseling, (4) Money Matters, and (5) Miiitary Marriages and Religious 

Faith.11 Besides the tape-recorded messages he showed four pertinent 

films and each session was concluded by a person on the carrier. Those 

who closed the evening sessions were, the chaplain, th~ medical officer, 

the legal officer, and a supply officer. Bach ~f them were available 

for specifically directed questions so that the material would be 

related directly to the needs of the men. An interesting feature to 

10
schneider1 passim. The workbook is designed to provide a place 

the participants can record pertinent information or their own thoughts 
on the topics which are covered in the clinic. The workbook with its 
outline helps the participants follow the presentations and enter into 
the discussions. 

11David W. Plank, "Love and Marriage· Clinic Syllabus" (FPO San 
Francisco: U. s. s. Hancock {ScvA-li) n. d.), passim. 
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the men was a series of tape recofded answers to specific questions 

asked Dr. Evelyn Miller Berger of the faculty of Berkeley Baptist 

Divinity School. The men had previously forwarded their questions 

I to her and she had classified them, combined them, and then prepared 

her answers for them. 

At the conclusion of the program of meetings Chaplain Plank con

ducted a survey among those who had taken part in the Love and Marriage 

Clinic. The men were permitted to grade the presentations and the 

people 'who appeared on the programs, as well as the aids which they 

had. Fifty-five per cent of the men marked the physician's presentation 

as "great." The lawyer at the opposite and of the scale was considered 

"great" by only 14 per cent of the S73 participating men while 7 per 

cent thought he was "lousy." The experts on tape rated lower than the 

doctor, the chaplain, Dr. Berger, and the supply officer. The men gave 

their best reception to the syllabus, which 83 per cent proclaimed 

"great." 

The clinic's popular appeal is an indication of a chaplain's 

resourcefulness for producing something worthwhile and interesting while 

the men are shut off from the rest of society. The contents of the 

. manual or syllabus, which carried the text of the presentations, shows 

that the leaders gave information which was designed for the specific 

needs of the men. 12 

12Chaplain Plank does not explain how the men followed the presen
tations at the time they were given. The manual was produced after the 
cbnclusion of the meetings and distributed among the participant•. 
Chaplain Plank conducted and completed his survey very quickly after he 
IOCDp1eted the clinic. · 
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·, 
ILLUS'J:BATION l 

COPY OF LETTER SENT TO CHAPLAINS FOR RANDOM SAMPLING 

14 July 1967 

Dear Chaplain: 

"Military Divorce Rate Tops Civilian Figures," headlined in 
the lli ~~is of vital concern to me, as I am certain it 
is to you. I presently have a premarital clinic program operative 
in which a number of professionals are assisting to lay a more 
durable foundation for happy and lasting marriages. 

Any clinic which any of us may have is, I am certain, far 
from the ultimate of what can be done, hence we can leam together. 
I am sending you the enclosed questionnaire to try to leam from 
you and a selected number of dther military chaplains. The 
findings will become a part of a thesis I am writing with the 
guidance of the. graduate school of Concordia Seminary. 

Would you, therefore, complete the questionnaire and return 
it to me in the self-addressed envelope as soon as you are able. 
It need not be signed and I have not coded the questionnaires for 
identification. I would appreciate your indicating to which of 
the military services you belong if you report a program in being. 
Please send materials you have produced for your program. 

I will highly appreciate your assistance and trust that we 
may make a significant contribution to stabilizing family life 
among our people and enhance their opportunities for happiness. 

Sincerely, 

EDWARD L. SCHNEIDER, Ch. Maj. USAF 
Schools Branch Chaplain 
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ILLUSTRATION 2 

COPY OF FIBST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIBE SENT TO CHAPLAINS 
FOR BANDOM SAMPLING 

PBE-MARITAL GUIDANCE SURVEY 
Ch, Major, Edward-L. Schneider 

Amarillo APJI, Texas 

I. In the guidance you provide, how do you de•l in the following 
areas and -their implications in e~rly marriage? 

Spiritual 

Emotional 

Medical 

Physical 

Financial 

Legal 

BY CHAPLAIN? OTHER PROFESSIONAL? NOT DEALT WITH? 

11. What guidance is given the young-people in discussing the 
following? 

A. Goals and contributions of. the family to •its own members 
and t~ society? 

B. Evaluating demands of marri·age on the· couple? 

· C. Using personal resources to meet demands pnd answer 
probl~? 

D. Drawin& on resources and assistance available through the 
Armed Forces and the community? · 

E. Besolving conflicts within marriage? 

(Please complete. reverse_ side also') 

,· 
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ILLUSTRATiON' 3 

COPY OF SECOND PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO CBAPLAINS 
FOR BANDOM SAMPLING I . 

III. A. l. Are the persons taken as: individuals, ~ouple•, or 
groups? 

2. How much time is given them? 

B. l. Do you operate a clinic or seminar specifically for 
this purpose? 

2. What is your usual enrollment·? 

3. How often is .it held? 

4. What is the length of sessions? 

S. How many sessions? 

C. Is yours a base-wide program or doe, each chaplain 
operate his own? 

D. What other profeBBionals serve OE!, your ,ataf~ for pre-. 
marital guidance? 

IV. Give authors' names, titles, and publishers .of materials 
supplied or recommended for study Qr reading for the 

. participants. 

V. Please list and enclose sample materials produced at your 
base and used in your program. · 

-
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IIJ.lJSTRATION 4 

ABEAS COVERED AND PBOFESSIONALS USED IN GUIDANCE 
BY CHAPLAINS FROM BANDOM SAMPLING 

I. In the guidance you provide, how do you deal in the following 
areas and their implications in early marriage? 

BY CHAPIAIN? OTBEB. PROFESSIONAL? NOT DEALT WITH? 

Spiritual 

Emotional 

Medical 

Financial 

Legal 

82 0 0 

21 50 12 

45 

62 

21 

47 

34 

42 

5 

1 

21 

What other professionals serve on your staff for premarital 
guidance? 

Conmander • •.•••••••• • ••••••••••••••• ·• ••••••.••••.•• ■ • • • • • 

Finance representative ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Legal officer •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~······•·•·······••• 
Personal affairs officer and family services ••••••••••••• 
Physician .... .......•.......•.•..••••••.....••.• • ••••••.. 
Psychiatrist . .................•.......... • . • • ·. • • • ■ • • • • • • • 

Psychologist •••.•••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Red Cross representative ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Socia~ worker ••••..•••..••••.••••.•.•..•••.••••••.••••••• 
None ••• • •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•· 
Rot answered ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2 
8 

19 
10 
33 
10 
7 
1 
3 

29 
22 

I 
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ILLUSTBATION S 

CHAPLAIN GUIDANCE AND CLINIC ORGANI-ZATION AND ENROLLMENT 
REPORTED ON QUESTIONNAIRES OF :RANDOM SAMPLING 

Are the persona taken as: individuals, couples, or groups? 

Individuals •••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 28 
Couples. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . • . • • . • • • 43 
Groups •• •••••••••••••••••••••• : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 21 

How much time is given them? (Tabulation in hours). 

Less than one ■ •••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
One but leas than two ■ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
Two but less than three ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 
Three but less than four •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 12 
Four but leas than five••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1S 
Five but less than six·.................................. 7 
Six but less than seven ••••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••• 5 
Seven but leas than eight ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Eight but leas than nine•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 
Nine but leas than ten■■ ••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Ten or more •••••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.•••••• 4 

A clinic is operated specifically for premarital guidance 

Yea. • • . • . • . . • • • . • • . • • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • . • 28 
No•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 52 
In planning stage •.•...••.•.• : ••••••••••••~••••••••••••• 2 

Identification of clinics and seminars by serving branch 

Air Force ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 
A-rmy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Marines ••••••••••••• \. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 
Navy • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••• •·•. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Not identified■ ••·•••···•··••·••·••·•••••··•••••••·••••• 4 

Usual number of persona en~olled 

Two to eight •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •. 4 
Nine to sixteen •••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Seventeen to thirtY••·•·· ~••·••••••·••·••••••••••••••••• 6 
Thirty-one to fiftJ ••••••••••••••••••• w••••••••••••••••• 4 
Fifty-one to one hundred•••••••••·••••••·••••••••··••••· 6 
One hundred ·to five hundred ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •. 6 
Over five hundred■ ••••••·•••••••·•••••••••••••·•••·••••· 1 
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IIJ.USTBATION '6 

FREQUENCY, LENGTH, AND SPAN OF CLINICS OR PROGRAMS 
REPORTED BY CHAPLAINS IN BANDOM SAMPLING 

The frequency of the clinics reported 
Number of Stations 

Annually . ........•.••.....••.••••.•• , •••..•• • .•.••• • • • 
Semi-annuallY■ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Quarterly • ..•••.•..•.••••.•....••. • . ■ • ■ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Bi-monthly • .••••..•.••..•.•••.••••.••• ■ ■ ■ ••• ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • ■ ■ • ■ 
MonthlY•••·•·•••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Semi-monthlY■ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Weekly ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• ■■■■■■ •• ■■■■■ •• ■ 
Continuously•.• ••..•.•••••...•••••.••••.•••••.••.••••.• ■ • 
Irregularly ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

The length of each session 

1 
4 
4 
7 
8 
2 
1 
l 
l 

Number of Installations 
Lesa than one hour■■ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
One hour. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 22 
Two hours .•.•••••••••.•.••••••. ••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
Three hours ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Four to six hours • ••••••••••••••••••••• · ••••••••••••••• 

The n\Dllber of sessions for the clinic 

21 
7 
7 

· Number of Installations 
One session ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21 
Two sessions ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••• 11 
Three sessions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
Four sessions ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• 12 
Five sessions ••••••••••••••••••• .•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Six sessions •••••••••••••••••••••••• ! ••••••••••••••••• 
Seven sessions •••••••••••••• ~•••··••·••••••••••••••••• 
Eight sessions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Nine sessions ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ten sessions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I 
The organizational span of the guidance program 

4 
3 
0 
l 
0 
l 

Number of Chaplain& 
Base-wide or installation-wide•• • •••••••••••·••••••·•• 19 
Individual chaplain program••••••·••••·•••••••••••••·• 43 
Did not replY•••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20 



CHAPTER V 

PBOCEDURE AND METHODOLOGY FOB. PBOVIDING 

PREMARITAL GUIDANCE IN !ttLITAB.Y SITUATIONS 

Contents of the Program 

Thia study concludes that the chaplain ia in a more advantageous 

position than anyone else at his installation to set up a program to 

help his people prepare themselves for marriage. The writer also finds 

that the first function in guiding the prospective marriage partners 

ia to teach and the next ia to guide. · The chaplain ia not equipped 

to do all of the guiding peraonally1 nor ia it expedient for him to 

give all pertinent information himaelf. He should call on other 

profeaaionala to aaaiat him either by accepti~g referraia or ~Y coming 

into an aaaembly with him. The chaplain must determine bow he ·can 

obtain the beat results at his inatailation and still a:erve aa many 

people aa need bis help. He can expect that he will need to experiment 

and to adjust tbe, plan he'baa formulated. 
,,, 

In setting up his program plan each chaplain needs to identify 

what information he will offer. As a result of his sampiing, .study. 

and ~xperience twelve areas of· information have emerged as significant 

for the writer. He considers them highly important f~r yo~g pewle 

entering marriage while they are in Ulilitary service and he thinks 

'they will find many of them useful in later life. 

1. The creator 'bas designed marriage for more than a legitimate 

means for propag~ting the race; aati•fying sexual urges 1 or .quieting 
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loneliness. He has arranged the union so that they may bring joy to 

each other, comfort, and strengthen one another so they can better 

serve each other, God1 and society. Marriage canno·t reach full vitality 

unless the partners accept it unequivocally as a permanent union. The 

scriptural basis is Gen. 2:24. 

2. Unity is at the center of .marriage. The partners can help 

achieve harmony and unity in a proper physical and sexual relationship 

whenever it is a part of a total togetherness in which they do many 

things in comnon and demonstrate their love and affection. 

3. Love is the "glue" which fastens the partners to each other. 

The conjugal love which binds them well includes a physical and emotional 

attractiveness for each other, but it is primarily a self-giving love 

which does not depend upon the return of love for its continued 

expression. God draws the picture in Eph. S:22-33. 

4. Every couple must make sexual adjustments. The partners can 

best accomplish it if they have an understanding• of each other and of 

how they function physically and emotionally. By means of sexual 

intercourse they can .express their love for each other in the most 

intimate way. On the other hand, an abuse of sexual relations divides, 

rather than unites, people. 

S. The couple should realistically plan to have children. The 

couple's unity is in their children and their own lives are perpetuated 

in their children. The couple should know how to work towards their 

plan and remain within the range of their own ethical and aesthetic 

bounds as they relate to God. 
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6. The couple should know how much income they can expect 

while .they are members of the 'lllilitary c~nity.- They should be 

fully informed on ho~ they can assure that th~y receive the right 

benefits and how they can correct any errors. 

7~ As married people they will undertake projects and 1110Ves 

which involve legal contracts. They should lcliow certain basic 

facts about the way legal contracts c·an benefit and protect them 

rather than serving as a source of hardship and unhappinesa. They 

should know what legal help is available to them and how they can get 

it. 

8. Since everyone dies at some ti1!18 and mi:~itary persons are 

particularly subject to danger, the young couple should work at . 

realistic plans to provide for their family in case of the death of 

either or both of them. They should know what protective plans the 

military establishment has for them so that they can supplement 

those plans, if necessary or advisable. Above all 1 the husband should 

know how to keep the wife informed on what to do and should keep his 

own records current. 

9. The military family must be mobile. Those who cannot adjust 

to -moving will be unhappy. Any girl considering marriage to a person 

who belongs to the military forces should know this fact. All 'lllilitary 

people should know ways in which they can enjoy' .a community and be a· 

part of it wherever they are stationed without their becoming so 

obligated to it that they cannot leave it on short notice without doing 

severe damage to their own family emotionally, .legally, or financially. 

Neither should their move do severe damage to the community. 
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10. Loneliness must be understood. Many militaey members go 

into marriage because of loneliness.1 As a result their choice of 

a marriage partner may have been less careful than it would have been 

under' other circumstances. Since the uniform is a leveler and re

arranger of social and economic status, potential mates may not know 

how dissimilar they are in background, orientation, and beliefs. Each 

pe~son should be aware why he wants to marry and what he considers 

important to himself and the family which he expects to have. 

11. The couple must have assistance to reassess realistically 

their readiness for marriage and their suit•bility for each other. 

The proper •~sphere is very important so that the persons can make 

a valid assessment of circumstances as they are at that time. 

12. The participants should be given the opportunity to adjust 

their thinking and conclusions in the light of what they learn. Then 

they should be able to review their thinking, hence they should be 

able to write down what they hear and what they think. They should 

1Judson T~ Landis and Mary G. Landis, Building~ Successful 
Marriage (Fourth edition; Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall. Inc., 
1963), p. 166. They list seven points which service people should 
consider in order to avoid hasty or unwise marriage. The writer of 

· this thesis emphasizes the importance of t:Jte counselee's knowing the 
seven points. Briefly they are: (1) they may be more lonely than 
they have ever been in their lives; (2) they may feel a stronger need 
for boy or girl companionship th~n ever before; (3) because of the 
needs it is hard to think straight; (4) the military uniform obscures 
differences;. (S) military people may forget the circumstanc·es, 
feelings, and surroundings of their parents and friends; (6) if the 
person meets someone with whom he ·might have a good, binding, 
permanent r.elationship, he 11111 have the tendency. t;o 1o·ok ahead to 
what the future holds; and (7") in the· entire relationship it ie 
tmportet to maintain the pro~er perspective on all of life. 
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be able to write down what they hear and what they think. They 

should have additional materials they can study and review.2 In 

this same connection, the chaplain should make individual counseling 

attractive to the participants so that they will want to discuss 

their own situations privately. 

Putting the Program Together 

Since premarital preparation is fundamentally a learning process 

the chaplain will want to consider two factors in the learning process 

of young adults: Ci) They learn effectively from each other. They 

have a tendency to reach mature and meaningful conclusions when they 

discuss their future with each other in a meaningful atmosphere where 

they have resources available to guide them and facts for them to 

consider. If the learning is to be effective they must have the 

opportunity to challenge, to question, and to discuss. (2) Their 

group interacti~n and learning noticeably declines as the number 

of participants nears thirty people. 

The chap~ain may well consider the following twelve questions and 

circumstances in setting up his program for the young adults' learning 

and maturing process for marriage. 

2~dward L. Schneider, "Pre-Marital Guidan~e Notebook and Family 
Responsibility Discussion Guide" ~rillo Air Force Base, Texas: 
n. p., 1967). The work is an example of a wo.rkbook 1!1hich allows the 
participants to make notes, follow the discussion, and have a brief 
bibliography of· psmphlets and books which are available to them at 
that installation. The workbook is designed specifically for the 
existing clinic. A chaplain who wishes to examine or try books pro
duced commercially may check the one produced by Hine: James R. Hine, 
Grounds !5!I Marriage (Champaign, Ill.: McKinley Foundation, 1963). 
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1. For whom will he provide the service? How long in advance of 

marriage will he welcome participants? Will he concentrate on couples 

only, on those who have wedding pla~s, on the engaged, or will he work 

also with those who are uncertain when and whom to marry? Does he plan 

to involve several faith groups which will require certain sessions 

apart from other groups? 

2. How many people does he have in his chosen category? For 

how many should he provide a plan? In any event he will be wise to 

allow for adjustments if he has an unanticipated large number or if 

the response is less than he had expected. 

3. How long will his people be available, considering both 

how long will they be available at his station and over what length 

of time will they respond to a course? Does he need to provide a 

scheduled opportunity fo~ his complete series every month, every 

quarter, or of fractions of either? Can he "save the participants 

up" and have them wait for others to be ready? 

4. Whom should he plan to have on his ciinic staff? Be will 

want to consider both the profession and the personal competence of 

prospective staff members. Everyone· who participates in the program 

should, furthermore, be enthusiastic about it. This may mean that 

the chaplain will need to do a good selling job to the most capable 

people. Be will then need to work with each leader on the content 

and method of that person's conttibution. 

S. How many participants does he want to handle at once? Does 

he expect to have crowds because ~e is pressed to serve large numbers 
I 
I 
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or because he wants the publicity? Will he try to have groups which 

are conducive to profitable intergroup actio~ or will facilities or 

finances preclude such planning? 

6. How often will he need to present his program or clinic? 

Will he be pressed to repeat it frequently ~ecause his people move 

in and out rapidly? la the group he wishes to serve, on the other 

hand stable and receptive to long aeries of presentations and studies 

in depth? 

7. What days or evenings are the beat suited to his group? 

If he serves couples, are they available evenings? If they are mostly 

military members, can he better schedule them during duty hours? 

Would it be better to plan everything for one meeting aa for a week

end retreat or ·for a series of meetings at a convenient location? 

8. Where does he plan to meet? Should it be near duty locations, 

near dormitories, or off base? Should it be near his office or a 

facility convenient to him, or would another location add to the 

attractiveness or effectiveness of the program? 

9. What literature does he ha~e available in his own library, 

the chapel library, or the installation library which he can use 

and provide for his staff?3 What bibliogra~hiea can he give the 

3 . 
Books which the writer .recommends highly to every chaplain who 

ia preparing to initiate a program of premarital guidance include: 
(1) William E. Hulme, ~ Pastoral Care of Families (New York: Abingdon 
Preas, 1962). The work provides a good theological foundation for 
what the chaplain will undertake. (2) Wallace Denton, What's Happening 
l.2.2!!!:. Families (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1963). It gives a 
good picture of the American family .as it is. .(3) .Evelyn Duvall and 
Reuben Hill, When I!!!! Marn (Boston: D. C. Heath Co., 19S3). It is a 
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participants which they will use and what pamphlets or tracts 

would he like to give to them?4 

10. How much will the program and literature cost and who 

will pay for it? 

11. How does he intend to enlist the participants in the 

guidance program? What publicity will he need and who can provide 

it? 

12. The program needs command support, therefore, after the 

chaplain has produced a workable plan. enlisted a capable and interested 

staff, and coordinated everything with the entire chaplain section, the 

chaplain or his supervisor needs to discuss the entire venture with 

good standard wrk on marriage preparation. (4) Judson T. I.andis and 
~Iary G. Landis, Building! Successful Marriage, which is mentioned 
above and is particularly cognizant of certain needs peculiar to 
military people. (S) Henry A. Bowman~ Marriage for Moderns (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1960). He has worked extensively with chaplains and 
provides a list of many aids in a marriage education program. (6) J. 
Kenneth Morris, Premarital Counseling:! Manual for Ministers (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1960). It prepares the chaplain 
for new understanding, approaches, and insights into preparing people 
for marriage. (7) Granger Westberg, Premarital Counseling _(New York: 
Department of Family Life Division of Christian Education, National 
Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S. A., 19S8). It allows 
a more loosely structured learning situation. Finally (8) the writer 
would encourage the chaplain to contact the diocesan office of the 
Roman Catholic Church to study the program and material they use 
locally. 

4 Public Affairs Committee, Inc., of New York has a selection of 
pamphlets which will meet the needs of the participants at most clinics. 
The writer has found them very helpful, because they are well written 
and pointed. A book which the chaplain may recOl'IID.end to Protestants 
for their study and growth is: David R. Mace, fil!2!! God~ Joined 
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, n. d.). It is set up in the form of 
daily devotional material so that the newly married couple can consider 
how God will enrich their lives and bless their marriage. The guide 
is sufficiently long for one devotion ea~h day for four weeks. 
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the commander. The coamander will want explanations from the 

chaplain and an opportunity to make his own suggestions. When the 

CODll18nder accepts it, he will help provide places, money, personnel 

and publicity. 

The chaplain will discover that regardless of how carefully 

he prepares his program, chooses his leaders, and controls the 

proceedings, not all of the counselees' needs· will be met. Many 

questions will be too personal for members of the group to discuss 

in a meeting other than a deep therapy situation. The participants 

a~e ~uite anxious to discuss their problems privately, therefore, 

the chaplain should assure that individua~s and couples can make 

appointments for private consultations with him. As a matter of 

fact chaplains generally have found that a good clinic will usually 

prompt a number of participants to ask for private ~ime. 

Some participants will want to make ·a study in greater ·depth, 

which does not require privacy but is ~re rewarding when it is. 

done by a group. PHticularly the n.ew.ly married coup lea who have 

attended the clinic would be pleased to have other alumni of· the clinic 

join them in continued group study. Since what they have learned 

in the clinic is seemingly-making their marriages happier, they will 

be eager to become still better informed and to discuss their ob~er

vations with other couples in similar circumstances. And as a 

parenthetical observation,- the young couples may be look!ng for a 

social outlet since few military installatiQns have couples g~oups 

or wives groups for the younger enlisted families. 
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The chaplain can encourage their growth by providing chapel 

meeting rooms and to encourage them to use the materials which 

they had listed in their clinic workbooks or marriage and family 

books available from the libraries. 
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